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Verde Design has prepared assessments for the Sacramento City Unified School District (District), which seeks
to identify potential safety concerns, code or standards-related deficiencies, and improvement opportunities
for their outdoor athletic and physical education facilities. The goal of this assessment is to create an outline to
identify immediate, short-term, and long-term solutions, prioritized based on their potential safety risks. Hiram
Johnson High School is the focus of this assessment.
The challenge in preparing this report is that unlike a road, where a pothole can be identified and patched
to repair the problem, the challenges found at each of the district sites are more complicated. There is no
silver bullet or simple fix. While there are items which require immediate attention, others will require a more
thoughtful and robust effort to bring the facility into a safe condition.
The safety of a facility involves many elements including horizontal surfaces, vertical elements, and how they
interface with students, players, teachers, coaches, spectators and adjacent users. The condition of the large
natural grass field is unsafe in its current condition where, due to the sites expansive soils, rodents, multiple
varieties of weeds, crab grass and turf grass have all joined together to create a deceptively uneven surface.
This is largely due to a lack of a consistent ongoing turf grass management program. A program which accounts
for fertilization, weed and pest control, aeration, top dressing, soil testing, drainage, irrigation and frequent,
regular and consistent mowing of the fields.
From all our site visits there is inconsistency from a qualitative and quantitative standpoint. Development of
district-wide standards for athletic and physical education facilities would address the diversity we saw during
our visits. The standards would also help address Title IX and inter-district equity issues. These standards include
development of maintenance and operation standards which the district can adopt and, most importantly, fund.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT
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AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The existing track does not have an outside edge, an omission that has allowed for the encroachment of weeds
and grasses. The resulting track condition, as well as the absence of other track event areas, makes the track
unsafe for track events or recreational use .
The fines at all of the fields are overgrown with unclear edges and unsafe transition lips between the fines
and turf. Not only do these create unsafe running conditions, but can cause serious injury from pop-up balls.
Backstops effectiveness is minimal as the backstops are not tall enough and the hoods do not extend far enough
to capture foul balls. This can be dangerous to spectators, neighbors and adjacent users unaware of the ball
approaching them. Each backstop fails to meet current safety criteria such as providing sufficient height and
distance between the home plate and the backstop.

APPENDIX

Our overall assessment of Hiram Johnson can be best characterized as an aging facility where several of the
elements and systems have reached the end of their useful life. This coupled with years of drought and deferred
maintenance results in the conditions we witnessed during our site visits.

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

SUMMARY

Lack of safety caps on the tops of the fences can result in uniforms getting caught and arms being cut, broken
or dislocated. Short fence heights combined with the absence of safety netting allows foul balls to leave the
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SUMMARY (CONT.)
fields that can cause injury to other players, spectators, and adjacent users. The absence of edgebands and bottom rails have
precipitated the fencing’s deterioration and created edges that are hard to maintain. There is no outfield fencing, portable
or otherwise, that defines the current outfields.
The varsity baseball field is the only facility that has a dugout with a roof and walls, however, the roof is at an unsafe height.
The softball field does not have true dugouts with paved surfaces, roofs to protect players from foul balls, and side and back
screens to provide a separation between players and spectators. Bullpens are overgrown and unprotected and batting cage
at the varsity baseball field is overgrown and unmaintained.
Court surfaces are in the best condition of all the elements we reviewed on this campus. New basketball courts are in great
shape, however, there is a sloping concrete drainage swale running through most of them at the mid-court line preventing a
safe full court game. . The tennis courts have recently been resurfaced and seem to be in good shape. Our concerns here are
for the long term; the fencing and ball wall within the courts should eventually be replaced and the courts rebuilt.

SAFETY RANKING BY FACILITY
In order to aid the District in prioritizing the improvements, the chart below ranks each facility at each school in order of
safety. A rank of 10 indicates that the facility is safe and does not need to be improved whereas a rank of 7 or lower indicates
that a facility is unsafe in its current condition. A rank of 8 or higher should be considered low priority for the District with
concerns that can either be addressed by school maintenance personnel or future improvements.

SAFETY RANKING OF ATHLETIC FACILITIES BY SCHOOL (OUT OF 10)
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SACRAMENTO WEST CAMPUS

Below is a summary of the critical safety concerns found in this report along with a rough estimate of probable construction
costs associated with improving the facilities in their current locations. We have provided two estimates. The comprehensive
improvements costs includes the most robust plan to address all safety concerns with a complete demolition, turf renovation,
and replacement of the current amenities. In most cases, this is recommended due to the age and condition of the facilities
and in order to provide the District with longer-term, durable solutions.
The priority improvements costs only address the critical safety items outlined in this report. In many cases, some safety
concerns, such as muddy areas or overgrown bullpens, can be addressed by the school maintenance personnel. These are
short-term solutions that do not address all ADA and Title IX concerns and may still leave the school with underserved
physical education and athletic programs. This may be preferable to address a majority of safety concerns, leaving more
intensive infrastructure improvements for future bond measures. A detailed Estimate of Probable Construction Costs can be
found in the Appendix.

TRACK & FIELD
STADIUM

Access Improvements

Complete renovation of natural turf field and irrigation.
Create an accessible path of travel from the main campus to
the bleacher seating areas.

MULTI-USE FIELD
Turf Renovation Level II

Complete renovation of natural turf field and irrigation.

Backstop/
Dugout Repair

Repair chain link fabric and damaged header boards as
needed.

Portable Fencing

Install portable side and outfield fencing at the baseball and
softball fields.

Safety Netting

Install safety netting on north and west sides of the baseball
field and south and east sides of the softball field to prevent
balls from leaving the field of play.

Access Improvements

Create an accessible path of travel from the main campus to
the bleachers and dugouts.

Remove Unsafe
Bleachers

$3,940,463

IMPROVEMENT COST

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

Turf Renovation Level II

$1,060,498

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENT ITEM

APPENDIX

IMPROVEMENT ITEM

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS
FOR PRIORITY IMPROVEMENTS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Remove unsafe and inaccessible bleachers at the baseball and
softball fields.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PRIORITY IMPROVEMENTS (CONT.)
IMPROVEMENT ITEM

DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENT ITEM

AQUATIC FACILITY

Remove and Relocate
Play Structure

IMPROVEMENT COST
$4,000

Aquatic Design Group (ADG), the pool expert consultants,
are of the opinion that the dry playground climb on structure
is a safety concern as it could block the view of lifeguards
to all areas of the pool. If this feature is desired to be kept,
it is recommended to relocate it away from the pool edge,
regardless of whether it is a code violation.
TOTAL
$5,004,961

ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS
FOR COMPREHENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS
As stated above, the following summary of comprehensive improvements includes all related costs to address safety concerns
with complete demolition, turf renovation, and replacement of the identified existing athletic amenities.
IMPROVEMENT ITEM

DESCRIPTION OF DEFICIENCY

TRACK & FIELD
STADIUM
The field has numerous injury hazards such as gopher holes,
weeds, and dry patches creating an uneven playing surface.
The field is currently not safe to use.

DG Track

The track and bleacher areas are covered with gopher holes
and overgrown with weeds due to the lack of a perimeter edge.
Finish grade is uneven. The inside curb has shifts and breaks in the
concrete.

Bleachers
Pressbox Stairs
Concessions Building

4

$1,635,906

Natural Turf Field

Entry/Accessibility

IMPROVEMENT COST

The gates and pavement at the entry do not meet accessibility
standards.
The visitor bleachers do not have an accessible path of travel
(POT) or accessible seating.
The press box stair risers exceed accessibility standards.
The concessions building is in overall poor condition.
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COMPREHENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS (CONT.)
DESCRIPTION OF DEFICIENCY

VARSITY
BASEBALL FIELD

Dugouts

Batting Cage

The batting cage is in overall poor condition with severely
overgrown weeds, bases in poor condition, roof netting falling
apart, noncompliant pedestrian gate, and no middle rail,
bottom rail, or edgeband on fencing.

Bleachers

The bleachers are in overall poor condition and are not code
compliant. The bleachers do not have side railings, covered
risers, accessible seating, or accessible POT.

Fencing
Drain Inlets

The electrical outlet near bleachers is uncovered.
Fencing adjacent to the field of play does not have safety
caps, warning tracks, safety netting, or an edgeband.
The drain inlet in the outfield is overgrown.

VARSITY
SOFTBALL FIELD

Natural Turf Field

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

The baseball infield is in overall poor condition. Fines and
bases are uneven and overgrown with numerous weeds and
grasses and have unsafe transition lips. The bases show signs
of deterioration.
The dugouts are in overall poor condition. The roof and bench
heights are low. Screw heads are protruding throughout.
Chain link fabric is warped and pulling away from the posts.
Fence does not have mid rail and is not secured at the bottom.
Dugouts have only one gate each that do not open fully and
are not ADA accessible.

Electrical Outlet

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Overall field planarity and drainage is poor. The field contains
various weeds, grasses, dry patches, and gopher holes that
create an uneven playing surface. Field does not have a
warning track, outfield fencing, or foul poles.

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Infield

$3,745,952

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

Natural Turf Field

IMPROVEMENT COST

$2,267,789
Overall field planarity and drainage is in fair condition,
however, the field contains various weeds, grasses, dry
patches, and gopher holes that create an uneven playing
surface.
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APPENDIX

IMPROVEMENT ITEM

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
COMPREHENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS (CONT.)
IMPROVEMENT ITEM
Infield

DESCRIPTION OF DEFICIENCY
Infield fines have some weed growth, and uneven surfacing.
Transition lips are unsafe.

Bleachers

The bleachers have no safety rail, accessible seating,
ccessible POT, and are placed on electric vault access.

Fencing

Fencing adjacent to the field of play does not have
edgebands, bottom rails, safety caps, or safety netting.

Dugouts

The dugout is unpaved and is missing side and back screens
to prevent player/spectator interaction and roof to prevent
injury from foul balls.

MISC.
IMPROVEMENTS

Multi-Use Field Area

Hardcourts
Access Improvements

$1,858,545
Overall field drainage is in fair condition, however, the field
contains various weeds, grasses, dry patches, and gopher
holes that create an uneven and unsafe playing surface.
Tennis court fencing is warped and damaged in places and
does not have windscreens.
All faciities are not fully accessible.

AQUATIC FACILITY

6

IMPROVEMENT COST

$834,500

Removal and
Relocation of Play
Structure

Aquatic Design Group (ADG), the pool expert consultants,
are of the opinion that the dry playground climb on structure
is a safety concern as it could block the view of lifeguards
to all areas of the pool. If this feature is desired to be kept,
it is recommended to relocate it away from the pool edge,
regardless of whether it is a code violation.

$4000

Remove Wading Pool
and Replace with
Deck

As the existing wading pool does not get much use removal
of the pool and water feature would create more deck
space and allow the District and pool users to have access
to a larger deck that could be programmed for a variety of
purposes.

$65,000
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The existing swimming pool does not have sufficient depths
to allow for CIF competitions. A renovation project which
includes deepening one end of the pool would allow
for competitive swimming to be held at the site. In such a
renovation, the deep end would need to be at least 6’-6” to
comply with industry standards for the installation of diving
blocks.

$340,000

Adding shade to the spectator areas would greatly improve
the attractiveness and functionality of the pool for users. This
along with deepening the pool and removing the wading pool
would create a nice venue capable of hosting CIF and club
swim meets.

$120,000

As part of any renovation project it would be recommended
to replace the concrete pool decking around the pool area.

$240,000

As part of any renovation the existing protruding steps should
be removed and replaced with inset steps improving the safety
and functionality of the outside two swimming lanes.

$16,000

Remove CO2
Equipment

The CO2 equipment should be removed from the mechanical
space to create more space in the room for storage and lay
down areas.

$2,000

New VFD

A variable speed drive should be added to increase energy
efficiency and lifespan of the circulation pump.

$25,000

New Chemical
Controller

A modern chemical controller with remote monitoring
capabilities should be added to allow staff to better monitor
and control water chemistry.

$22,500

Shade Structures

R&R Pool Deck

New Steps and
Removable Ladders

TOTAL
$10,342,692

APPENDIX

Renovate Deep End to
7’ Depth

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IMPROVEMENT COST

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

DESCRIPTION OF DEFICIENCY

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

IMPROVEMENT ITEM

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

COMPREHENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS (CONT.)

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SOILS ANALYSIS
Our assessment of the natural turf fields is underlined by a soil analysis that shows the varying chemical deficiencies and
excesses caused by infrequent fertilization and deferred maintenance.
The complete Soil Analysis and Soil Preparation and Maintenance Plan completed by GroPower can be found in the
Appendix. See the Sample Turf Maintenance Plan for an example of a comprehensive turf management plan that takes into
consideration available resources, operational factors, and use patterns.

APPROACH OVERVIEW
For each of the seven high schools, an individual assessment is provided utilizing a consistent approach and organization.
The process began by walking each site in order to assess the existing conditions, photograph current or potential safety
issues, and document any deficiencies or code issues. These site walks were accompanied by each school’s athletic director,
facility manger, and/or school representative in order to gain an understanding of the unique operational and maintenance
concerns that may not be evident by a visual inspection. The information outlined in this assessment is organized by facility
and color-coded based on their current or potential risk to safety. The rubric by which each item is prioritized is as follows:
• These items indicate an immediate safety or accessibility concern that poses an immediate risk of injury
• These items indicate a short-term safety concern and accessibility issues
• These items indicate a long-term safety concern and standards related items
In addition to identifying safety concerns, documentation will be provided outlining deficiencies in regards to the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA), the California Building Code (CBC), National Federation of State High School Associations
(NFHS), California Interscholastic Federation (CIF), and Title IX. The information presented in this assessment is intended to
provide an outline of deficiencies and an associated level of response ranging from immediate to short-term to long-term
issues to be addressed. This assessment will also inform the development of the future District-wide Master Planning effort.

8
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

B.

BASEBALL FIELD:
Includes backstops, dugouts, batting cage, infield, outfield, fencing, and bleachers

C. SOFTBALL FIELD:
Includes backstops, dugouts, infield, outfield, fencing, and bleachers
D. SOCCER / MULTI-USE FIELD:
Includes the multi-use fields, soccer goals, and fencing.
E. HARD COURTS:
Includes tennis court surfacing, fencing, bleachers, pathways, basketball courts and any
additional asphalt play surface.
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AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

A. TRACK & FIELD STADIUM:						
Includes entrance fencing, concession building, ticketing building, pathways, bleachers,
track, track curb, shot put, and football field

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

The following section organizes the documented deficiencies by facility and are categorized by
priority as outlined in the Executive Summary. The facilities are grouped as follows:

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

APPENDIX

2

ATHLETIC FACILITIES ASSESSMENT

13

A TRACK & FIELD STADIUM
HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

Track fines are in
very poor condition,
overgrown, and does
not have outside curb.
No fucntioning track
event areas
Field planarity and
irrigation in poor
condition with gopher
hole issues
Not all gates are
functional and/or
accessible
Press box in poor
condition
Bleachers do not have
accessible seating
and are overgrown
underneath
Facility does not have
fully accessible POT
Concessions/ticketing
building is in poor
condition

SAFETY ISSUE
MAINTENANCE ISSUE

14
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. TRACK & FIELD STADIUM

A1

A8

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

IMAGE KEY MAP

A4

A5

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

A9

A2

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

A7

A3

APPENDIX

A6
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A. TRACK & FIELD STADIUM
DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS

N
W

N
W

E
S

E
S

FIELD ORIENTATION STUDY
PREFERRED ORIENTATION
EXISTING ORIENTATION

ORIENTATION

The ideal orientation for the football field is northsouth, which the existing field orientation meets.

PREFERRED ORIENTATIO
EXISTING ORIENTATIO

ORIENTATION

Deficiency: The field has numerous injury hazards
such as gopher holes, weeds, and dry patches
creating an uneven playing surface. The field is
currently not safe to use.

A1

Priority: High
Recommendation: To create a safe playing
surface, the field should be renovated and
maintained per a site-specific turf management
program (see sample in Section 5). Irrigation should
be reviewed to ensure proper coverage.

A2

Deficiency: The track and bleacher areas are
covered with gopher holes and overgrown with
weeds due to the lack of a perimeter edge. Finish
grade is uneven. The inside curb has shifts and breaks
in the concrete. There is no jump, pole vault, or discus
event areas.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Track replacement is
recommended.
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Recommendation: An accessible POT must be
constructed to meet access compliance.

A4
Deficiency: The visitor bleachers do not have an
accessible POT or accessible seating area.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Bleachers must have an
accessible POT and accessible seating.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Priority: High

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Deficiency: The gates and pavement at the entry do
not meet accessibility standards.

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

A3

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

A. TRACK & FIELD STADIUM

Deficiency: The press box stair risers exceed
accessibility standards.
Priority: High

APPENDIX

A5

Recommendation: The stairs must be replaced to
meet access compliance.
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A. TRACK & FIELD STADIUM

A6

Deficiency: The concession building is in overall
poor condition with an uneven floor. The exterior is
in poor condition. The door transition does not meet
accessibility standards.
Priority: High
Recommendation: The concessions building should
not be used in its current condition.

A7

Deficiency: The bleachers are in overall good
condition, however, there is no accessible seating.
Lack of paving underneath bleachers has created a
maintenance issue.
Priority: Low
Recommendation: Weeds to be removed as part of
ongoing maintenance practices or pave underneath
bleachers. Accessible seating area must be provided
at both home and away bleachers.

A8

Deficiency: The 8’ double swing gate is in disrepair
and does not meet access compliance. There is no
gate along 65th Street for maintenance access.
Priority: Low
Recommendation: Ensure all gates are functional
and meet access requirements. Install a gate along
65th Street in order to safely maintain the edge
along the street.
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Priority: Low

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Recommendation: Replacement of the press box is
recommended.

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Deficiency: The press box exterior has rust
and paint issues. Interior siding and carpet are
deteriorated. The electricity is operational.

APPENDIX

A9

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

A. TRACK & FIELD STADIUM
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B BASEBALL FIELD

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

Noncompliant
exposed electrical
behind the backstop
Bleachers do not meet
current safety and
accessibility standards
Batting cage is
overgrown and in
poor condition
Backstop has old
fencing and boards
and is an unsafe
distance from home
plate
Dugouts in poor
condition and roof is
too low
Field and fines
planarity and
irrigation in poor
condition
Fencing does not have
edgebands, safety
caps, or safety netting
Drain inlets in outfield
are overgrown

SAFETY ISSUE
MAINTENANCE ISSUE

20
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

B. BASEBALL FIELD
IMAGE KEY MAP

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

B6

B3

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

B9

B2

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

B7

B1

B8

APPENDIX

B4

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

B5
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ORIENTATION

EXISTING BACKSTOP
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MINIMUM BACKSTOP
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NFHS RECOMMENDED
BACKSTOP AND HOOD
PREFERRED ORIENTATION
EXISTING ORIENTATION
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The backstop should be replaced and installed a
minimum of 35’ behind home plate.
BACKSTOP
ORIENTATION
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PREFERRED ORIENTATIO
EXISTING ORIENTATION

B2

Deficiency: The baseball infield is in overall poor
condition. Fines and bases are uneven and overgrown
with numerous weeds and grasses and have unsafe
transition lips. The bases show signs of deterioration.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Fines need to be renovated with
weeding, edging, and conditioning. Replace bases.

B3

Deficiency: The dugouts are in overall poor
condition. The roof and bench heights are low. Screw
heads are protruding throughout. Chain link fabric is
warped and pulling away from the posts. Fence does
not have mid rail and is not secured at the bottom.
Dugouts have only one gate each that do not open
fully and are not ADA accessible.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Dugouts are unsafe to use and
should be replaced. Grass to be cut or regraded at
transition between fines and turf. Replace chain link
fabric and add midrails as needed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Recommendation: To create a safe playing surface,
the field should be renovated and maintained per a
site-specific turf management program (see sample in
Section 5). Irrigation should be reviewed to ensure
proper coverage.

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Priority: High

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

B1

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

Deficiency: Overall field planarity and drainage is
poor. The field contains various weeds, grasses, dry
patches, and gopher holes that create an uneven
playing surface. Field does not have a warning track,
outfield fencing, or foul poles.

APPENDIX

B. BASEBALL FIELD
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B. BASEBALL FIELD
Deficiency: The batting cage is in overall poor
condition with severely overgrown weeds, bases
in poor condition, roof netting falling apart, noncompliant pedestrian gate, and no middle rail,
bottom rail, or edgeband on fencing.

B4

Priority: High
Recommendation: Batting cages should be
maintained to the same level as the field. There
should be an accessible POT and gate. Add mid rail
and secure bottom of fencing. Edgebands would
help prolong the life of the fence and create a
maintainable edge. Netting needs to be replaced.

B5

Deficiency: The bleachers are in overall poor
condition and are not code compliant. The bleachers
do not have side railings, covered risers, accessible
seating, or accessible POT.
Priority: High
Recommendation: The bleachers must be replaced
to meet current access and safety compliance.

B6

Deficiency: The electrical outlet near bleachers is
uncovered.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Electrical outlets must be
covered. An electrician should also confirm that the
outlet is properly grounded per code.
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B8
Deficiency: The drain inlet in the outfield is
overgrown.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Drain inlet must be cleared of all
turf to ensure proper drainage.

B9

Deficiency: The backstop is in overall fair
condition, but not consistent with current structural
requirements. The backstop is too short and is an
unsafe distance away from home plate. The hood
does not extend to the edge of home plate. The
baseboards are in poor condition.
Priority: Low
Recommendation: The backstop should be
replaced with a taller, more effective design and
installed a proper distance away from home plate.
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ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT
AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Recommendation: Install safety caps, warning
tracks, and edgeband. Safety netting is
recommended to prevent foul balls from entering the
track area to the east or residences to the north.

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Priority: High

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

Deficiency: Fencing adjacent to the field of play
does not have safety caps, warning tracks, safety
netting, or an edgeband.

APPENDIX

B7

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

B. BASEBALL FIELD
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C SOFTBALL FIELD

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

Field and fines
planarity and
irrigation in poor
condition
Backstop in fair
condition but does not
meet current athletic
standards
Dugouts do not have
roof, side or back
screens, or POT
Fencing does not have
safety caps, safety
netting, bottom rails,
or edgebands
Bleachers do not meet
current safety and
accessibility standards

SAFETY ISSUE
MAINTENANCE ISSUE
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APPENDIX

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IMAGE KEY MAP

C1

C2

C4
C5
C6

C3
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SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

C. SOFTBALL FIELD
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C. SOFTBALL FIELD
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DIMENSIONS

The ideal field orientations are northeast and
southeast. The existing field is oriented northwest;
the field should be rotated to an ideal orientation.
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FIELD DIMENSION STUDY
The existing field meets the minimum standard
baseball layout dimensions in regards to the
distance between the home plate and the outfield.
Side and portable outfield fencing should be
installed and outfitted with safety caps if under 10’
tall and a minimum 15’ warning track. The backstop
and field configuration should be adjusted including
the installation of new dugouts, bleachers, foul
poles, bullpens, batting cage, safety netting, and
batter’s eye to meet Title IX compliance.
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BACKSTOP DIMENSION STUDY
The existing backstop does not meet the minimum
standard layout/ NFHS recommendation in regards
to the distance between home plate and backstop.
The hood does not extend to the edge of home
plate.

E

W

'
25 0'
2

S

ON
N

BACKSTOP
28

ORIENTATION

PREFERRED ORIENTATION
EXISTING ORIENTATION

The backstop should be replaced and installed a
minimum of 25’ behind home plate.
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C2

Deficiency: Infield fines have some weed growth,
and uneven surfacing. Transition lips are unsafe.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Remove weeds, condition,
and rake fines as part of routine maintenance to
create a safe playing surface. Transition lips to be
regraded.

C3

Deficiency: The bleachers have no safety rail,
accessible seating, accessible POT, and are placed
on electric vault access.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Bleachers should be replaced
and POT constructed in order to meet access and
safety compliance.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT
AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Recommendation: To create a safe playing
surface, the field should be renovated and
maintained per a site-specific turf management
program (see sample in Section 5). Irrigation should
be reviewed to ensure proper coverage.

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Priority: High

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

C1

Deficiency: Overall field planarity and drainage is
in fair condition, however, the field contains various
weeds, grasses, dry patches, and gopher holes that
create an uneven playing surface.

APPENDIX

C. SOFTBALL FIELD
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C. SOFTBALL FIELD

Deficiency: Fencing adjacent to the field of play
does not have edgebands, bottom rails, safety caps,
or safety netting.

C4

Priority: Low
Recommendation: Install edgebands and bottom
rails. Install safety caps on all fencing less than 10’
tall adjacent to the field of play. Safety netting is
recommended to prevent foul balls from entering
the asphalt area to the south.

C5

Deficiency: The dugout is unpaved and is missing
side and back screens to prevent player/spectator
interaction and roof to prevent injury from foul balls.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Install side and back screens and
roof. An edgeband would lead to a maintainable
edge and prolong the life of the fence.

C6
Deficiency: The bases are in poor condition.
Priority: Low
Recommendation: Replacement of bases
recommended.
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AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

D SOCCER/MULTI-USE FIELD
Concrete and asphalt
pads within the field to
be removed

SAFETY ISSUE
MAINTENANCE ISSUE
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Field planarity and
irrigation in poor
condition
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D. SOCCER/MULTI-USE FIELD
IMAGE KEY MAP

D2
D1
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Recommendation: To create a safe playing surface,
the field should be renovated and maintained per a
site-specific turf management program (see sample in
Section 5). Irrigation should be reviewed to ensure
proper coverage.

Deficiency: Existing unused concrete and asphalt
obstacle course elements present safety hazards.
Priority: High
Recommendation: Demolish concrete and asphalt
and repair turf as needed to provide a safe playing
surface.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
APPENDIX

D2

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Priority: High

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

D1

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Deficiency: Overall field drainage is in fair
condition, however, the field contains various weeds,
grasses, dry patches, and gopher holes that create
an uneven and unsafe playing surface.

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

D. SOCCER/MULTI-USE FIELD
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E HARD COURTS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

Fencing in poor
condition with
no windscreens,
edgebands, or bottom
rails
Handball wall in poor
condition

SAFETY ISSUE
MAINTENANCE ISSUE
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APPENDIX

E1
ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IMAGE KEY MAP

E2
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SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

E. HARD COURTS
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E. HARD COURTS

DIMENSIONS

N
W

E
S

PREFERRED ORIENTATION
EXISTING ORIENTATION

TENNIS ORIENTATION STUDY
The ideal tennis court orientation is north-south,
which the existing courts meet.

ORIENTATION

78'

36' 21'

TENNIS DIMENSION STUDY
The existing tennis courts meet the NFHS standards
in regards to court size (36’x 78’ standard)and the
distance between tennis courts (12’ minimum).
DIMENSIONS

N
W

E
S

ON
N

PREFERRED ORIENTATION
EXISTING ORIENTATION

36

ORIENTATION
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Recommendation: Fence to be replace as needed
and windscreens installed. An edgeband would
extend the life of the fence and adjacent paving
and create a maintainable edge.

E2
Deficiency: The handball wall in poor condition.
Priority: Moderate

APPENDIX

Recommendation: Remove existing ball wall and
construct a new CMU wall.

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Priority: Moderate

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

E1

Deficiency: The chain link fabric is warped
and damaged in places. Fencing does not have
windscreens, bottom rail or edgeband, leading to
an unmaintainable edge.

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

IMAGE KEY MAP

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

E. HARD COURTS
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The mechanical and chemical systems at each site is different. It is recommended that the District develop and maintain a
District-Wide standard for all mechanical and chemical systems and components. Having such a strategy would allow for
replacements of older, failing components to be streamlined, prices to be more predictable, and the procurement process
streamlined. Some larger items wouldn’t be replaced until major renovations occur. Another benefit of such a system is
that it would allow the District to purchase in bulk and have replacement parts and components in a warehouse for prompt
replacement to minimize downtime.
Many of the sites visited have access issues that, in the opinion of ADG, are not in compliance with the American with
Disabilities Act (ADA), California Building Code (CBC), or would be approved by the Division of State Architect (DSA).
Further analysis of each site should be undertaken by an expert in this field.
This report outlines code violations, safety and maintenance concerns, and potential enhancements. The code violations
demand immediate attention. The safety and maintenance concerns should be reviewed and weighed. A typical response
is to allocate funds to the issues which expose the District to the most potential liability before moving on to other issues
which, while needing attention, fail to present much of a risk to patrons or staff. As renovations are undertaken the
potential enhancements should be closely considered. In many cases much of the cost of an enhancement can be shared
AREAS OF IMMEDIATE CONCERN
1.

The existing dry-playground feature should be removed or relocated to ensure a minimum four-foot unobstructed
walkway around the pool as well as improving access around the perimeter of the pool and improving visibility of the
entire pool deck for lifeguards.
POTENTIAL RENOVATION/ENHANCEMENTS

1.

As the existing wading pool does not get much use, removal of it and the water feature would create more deck space
and allow the District and large pool users to have access to an enlarged deck that could be programmed for a variety
of purposes.

2.

The existing swimming pool does not have sufficient depths to allow for CIF competitions. A renovation project
which includes deepening one end of the pool would allow for competitive swimming to be held at the site. In such a
renovation the deep end would need to be at least 6’-6” to comply with industry standards for the installation of diving
blocks.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

The five high school sites visited as part of this report are in various stages of their life cycles. Only one of the sites,
Rosemont High School, could be considered a “modern” aquatic center capable of hosting and attracting large CIF or club
swimming or diving meets.

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

The Swimming Aquatic Safety Assessment by Aquatic Design Group, which outlines the specific deficiencies, code
references, and recommendations, can be found in the Appendix. Below is an overview of the findings.

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

APPENDIX

3

AQUATIC FACILITY ASSESSMENT
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3. AQUATIC FACILITY ASSESSMENT
HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT
POTENTIAL RENOVATION/ENHANCEMENTS
3.

Adding shade to the spectator areas would greatly improve the attractiveness and functionality of the pool for users.
This along with deepening the pool and removing the wading pool would create a nice venue capable of hosting CIF
and club swim meets.

4.

As part of any renovation project it would be recommended to replace the concrete pool decking around the pool
area.

5.

As part of any renovation the existing protruding steps should be removed and replaced with inset steps improving the
safety and functionality of the outside two swimming lanes.

6.

The CO2 equipment should be removed from the mechanical space to create more space in the room for storage and
lay down areas.

7.

A variable speed drive should be added to increase energy efficiency and lifespan of the circulation pump.

8.

A modern chemical controller with remote monitoring capabilities should be added to allow staff to better monitor and
control water chemistry.
ADDITIONAL NOTE

•

40

Due to site constraints increasing the size of the pool is likely prohibitive from a cost standpoint and therefore not
recommended unless desired by the District with a verified programmatic need. Making the pool deep enough to host
CIF water polo competitions is likewise impractical due to site constraints and given pool uses which include open swim
to the public and PE uses. The pool would need to become all deep with a constant depth of at least 6’ which would
require a “Special Purpose” classification. Such a classification is required for all bodies of water that do not include
depths of at least 3’-6”. This classification would prevent the pool from being used for any non-competitive purpose.
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The full campus and swimming pool accessibility reports by GPPA Architects, which outlines the specific deficiencies, code
references, and recommendations, can be found in the Appendix. Below is an overview of the findings.

Parking

Access isle markings and the international symbol for accessibility signs are not
compliant at every accessible parking stall.

Detectable Warnings/
Truncated Domes

Code-compliant truncated domes are not present at every transition between
pedestrian and vehicular circulation (i.e. at crosswalks).

Walks and Sidewalks/
Curb Ramps & Landings

Travel from the athletic facilities to parking, restrooms, and drinking fountains are not
entirely access compliant, which includes narrow paths, path slopes exceeding the
maximum allowable slope and cross-slope, or transitions that exceed the maximum
allowable height.

Routes of Travel

All facilities do not consistently have an accessible path of travel or sufficient accessible
seating for both players and spectators within player or spectator seating areas.

Player and Spectator
Seating

Wheelchair spaces and companion seating at bleachers and player seating areas are
not provided.

Doors and Gates

All doors and gates with the path of travel do not consistently have accessible opening
hardware that does not require tight grasping and is operable with one hand , kick
plates on the push side of the accessible route, and level landings at door openings.

Swimming Pool Entry

All restrooms and drinking fountains must be code compliant in terms of signage and
placement and functionality of amenities (i.e. toilet paper dispensers).
At least two accessible means of entry shall be provided for swimming pools.

APPENDIX

Restrooms and Drinking
Fountains

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

DESCRIPTION

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

ACCESSIBILITY
CONCERN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Along with the safety and standard related deficiencies found within the sports facilities are a number of accessibility issues
found throughout the campus that are due in part to maintenance and the age of the school. At risk of liability, the District
must address these access-related items even if they do not constitute an immediate threat to health and safety.

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

4

ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT
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These recommendations are provided for maintenance of existing fields. It is important to understand that
without proper maintenance, turf areas will fail. Proper maintenance involves the use of the right equipment,
scheduled tasks, and appropriate materials and applications to be successful. The relationship between
field use and maintenance is such that a field that has minimal to moderate use will not require the same
level of maintenance of a field that is heavily used.
Type of use will affect the level and type of maintenance practices that are required for a field. For
example, sports such as soccer and football impact fields more than baseball and softball. As different uses
are scheduled for fields, staff and maintenance personnel need to review the impact that the fields are
experiencing and increase or decrease the fields specific maintenance needs.
Included in this Maintenance Plan are the following items:
xx Review of current maintenance and operations practices
xx Proposed Short Term Maintenance Recommendations
xx Proposed Long Term Maintenance Recommendations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

The following is a sample plan to demonstrate the level of care and routine maintenance that is required
to maintain safe, high-performing turf fields. While a soil analysis was completed as part of this assessment,
further study of each field should be completed to create a facility-specific turf maintenance plan.

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

Short-Term Maintenance Recommendations
1. Step One:
A. Provide a selective broadleaf weed control for the fields based on the application rates
prescribed by the manufacturer.
B. Aerate the turf and soil at these areas with two passes of an aerator to alternate plug
holes. Aeration shall be 6” to 8” deep. Spacing of aerator should be 4” to 6” with one
pass and we would desire a 3” spacing with both aeration passes. Aeration should be
completed with 72” or 60” wide aerator. We recommend two passes in two different
directions. The other alternative is to use a plug aerator in one direction and then use a
knife aerator in the other.
C. If plugs are pulled, remove soil plugs from site.
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SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

In order to determine any opportunities to improve maintenance practices, it is important to review existing
maintenance practices. Below are questions that will help determine existing maintenance routines:
xx How often do you mow?
xx What is your mow height?
xx Do you aerate? How often?
xx Do you top dress? How often?
xx Do you fertilize? How often?
xx Do you take any weed control measures?
xx Do you fertilize trees? How often?
xx Do you reseed? How often?

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

Current Maintenance Practices

APPENDIX

5

SAMPLE TURF MAINTENANCE PLAN
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5. SAMPLE TURF MAINTENANCE PLAN
HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

2.
3.

D. Top dressing shall be spread over area at depth to fill plugs. For the amendment
we recommend Wonder Grow Compost and G8 Sand from TMT Enterprises or
equal with a sand mix. Sand to compost shall be 70/30 and premixed. Amendments shall be spread to a ½” depth and dragged or raked to fill voids.
E. Spread appropriate seed mix at a rate of 150 lbs per acre (rate can be adjusted
for slit seeding application) or as recommended by the manufacturer.
F. Provide hand broadcast of turf seed in areas larger than 16” square inches where
soil is visible. Loosen up soil with a rake or hoe prior to seed placement.
G. Fertilize the field. Evenly spread 20 lbs of fertilizer per 1,000 square feet or as
recommended by the manufacturer.
H. Contractor shall review the irrigation schedule with the District staff and make
adjustments to the schedule for the grass germination and recondition of the field.
Recommendations shall be provided for a water cycle for germination and turf
establishment period and standard run times for system.
Step Two:
A. Provide mowing of the fields per long term recommendations below.
Step Three:
A. Provide knife aerations as recommendations below. Aeration shall occur at eight
and sixteen weeks following initial aeration.
B. Provide fertilizer application two months after initial application.
C. Provide another application broadleaf weed control at six to eight weeks after
initial application.
D. At the eight week and following the knife aeration above, provide another slit
seed application.

Long-Term Maintenance Recommendations
Maintenance needs to be increased in order to retain the fields at a proper level. With the amount
of use, especially with community use, there needs to be several additional steps and procedures
added to the maintenance regime.
Recommendations for the maintenance areas are as follows:
xx Mowing: Mowing should occur two times a week to stimulate turf growth during growing
season. Mowing height shall be no higher than 1-1/2”. Mowing during April thru November
shall occur to this level, and during the remaining four colder months (December thru March)
the grass can be mowed once a week. This works out to 84 mowing’s a year. Turf shall not have
more than 1/3 of the turf blade removed when mowing.
xx Fertilize: Turf and landscape areas need to be on a fertilizing program throughout the year.
Fertilizing shall occur 6 times a year. The type of fertilizer needs to change between a high
nitrogen based to a more balanced fertilizer.
Another alternative to applying dry fertilizer is the practice of “fertigation”. Dry fertilizer costs
more due to the bulk of material and labor for distribution. Fertigation systems are physcially
connected to automatic irrigation systems and provide low amounts of fertilizer when the
irrigation system is on. Liquid fertilizers are more concentrated so the amount of materials
being purchased are much less.
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xx Top Dressing: Following core aeration, turf areas should be top dressed with a mixture of compost and
sand. Typical ratio for sand to compost is 80 / 20. The material will migrate into the core holes and
provide more water percolation and nutrients for the grass. If fall core aeration occurs, top dressing
shall follow that exercise.
xx Reseeding: Grass needs to be replenished. A slit seeder should be used to reseed the grass a minimum
of ± 2”. Grass being used on the fields is a Blue / Rye mix. Blue grass is the best grass for the climate
and provides rhizomes for infill and growth. The Rye grass is a cover grass for the colder months when
the Blue grass goes into dormancy. Reseeding shall occur in March with Blue grass and in the early fall
with Rye grass.
xx Weed Control: Selective broadleaf weed control shall occur based on fields conditions. If the turf is
reseeded annually and is healthy, there should be less need for weed control. Contractors can provide
this service.
xx Tree Care: As stated above trees also need to be fertilized. Trees require review and pruning on
an annual basis. Dead limbs and trees should be removed.
xx Field Review: Staff should review fields for holes, stable turf conditions, obstructions, etc. regularly.
Use / User Recommendations
Besides the maintenance recommendations previously stated, monitoring and scheduling the level of use of
the turf areas by the District is very important. There are needs for all turf areas to include periods of no
use. Rules regarding the guidelines for preparation for use and the use of wet or saturated turf need to be
established and enforced.
Periods of time need to be scheduled to relieve the turf from deterioration and to allow the turf areas to
recover. Proposed recommendations are:
1. School use of the fields should alternate use areas on a daily basis
2. After school and community use should be considered when determining overall field use and
limited, giving priority primarily to school usage.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Core aeration pulls plugs from the soil. These plugs should be collected and recycled or pulverized
and mixed with organic matter to use as topdressing. Core plugs should be set for 6” deep. Core
aeration should occur at least once a year. If more core aerations can occur, we would recommend
this operation to occur twice a year in the early spring and again in the early fall.

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Solid deep tine provides a deeper penetration and fractures the soil further than the knife aeration.
Blades can be as long as 12”. Play can resume one day after a deep tine pass. One deep tine aeration
shall occur per year.

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

xx Aeration: There are three types of aeration recommended: Knife, Deep Tine and Core.
Knife aeration should occur more frequently. It will not affect the surface and can be played on
immediately. This device cuts narrow slits in the turf and soil up to 6” deep to increase air flow and
reduce compaction. Four knife aerations shall occur per year.

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT

APPENDIX

5. SAMPLE TURF MAINTENANCE PLAN
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5. SAMPLE TURF MAINTENANCE PLAN
HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS ASSESSMENT
Guidelines for the preparation of fields need to be established. This is particularly important for
community user groups and setting up fields for game play. Proposed recommendations are:
1. No lines shall be permanently burned into fields. Use turf paint for striping or temporary spray
chalk.
2. No permanent soccer goals shall be used. The intent is for soccer goals to be temporary and
not be the embedded type. All soccer goals shall be installed temporarily utilizing a system of
weights specifically designed by the manufacturer to safely weigh down the goals from tipping
over.
3. Soccer goals shall be removed from the field area after use in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations and locked down for proper security.
4. Fields shall be rotated to not occupy the same areas for more than two weeks in a row. This
will assist in reducing the goal mouth syndrome where the grass in front of soccer goals is heavily used and wears out.
5. No stakes shall set into the ground for goals, tents, etc.
6. No structures or field improvements are allowed without District approval.
7. Trash shall be picked up by users after games and deposited in trash receptacles.
8. Users shall police the field prior to use to verify that there are no hazards or deleterious materials in the field area that would cause harm to players.
9. There should be no adjustments to the irrigation system except by authorized school district
personnel.
When the natural turf fields are wet and the soils are saturated, the fields should not be used under any
circumstances. Harmful soil compaction occurs when fields are used when the soil is saturated, which
reduces the pore space and ability for turf to grow. Recommendations are:
1. Fields should not be used 48 hours after it has rained any measurable amount.
2. Areas that are low, or where water is collected, may not be used for long periods and use
areas shall be setup on higher ground.
Vehicles should not be allowed on the fields. Weight of vehicles compacts the turf and soil and reduced
the ability for grass to grow. We recommend pathways be included for access around turf areas for
maintenance. Maintenance equipment should have turf tires if they are going to run across the turf.
Gopher and ground squirrel control is needed, and shall be monitored and maintained on a regular
basis. The District currently has a pest control contractor providing these services, but there is a need to
increase the work and effort at several sites. If new holes and burrows are discovered there should be
an immediate call to the contractor for baiting and removal.
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63.7

INCREASING NEED FOR LIME
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Potassium Magnesium Calcium
K%
Mg %
Ca %
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0

50

100

Percent
Cation Saturation (computed)

LIME REQUIREMENT: Liming may be necessary if buffer index is less than 6.9. Guidelines are based upon
common agricultural lime (70-score) per six-inch depth to raise SOIL pH to about 6.5.
PRIOR TO PLANTING: Spread the above requirements per 1,000 sq ft and mix into the top 6-8 inches of
soil. Initially, limit nitrogen to 1.5 lb/1,000 sq ft or 25-30 ppm NO3-N to avoid salt damage.
SPLIT extra nitrogen as necessary over the active growing season. Adjust rate according to local
conditions and requirements. Allow for adequate establishment first (up to 30 days).
MAINTENANCE: Split the above amount over the year at a time according to local conditions and
requirements. Choose a source that best fits this combination and avoid applications in winter.
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MICRONUTRIENTS: Where levels appear to be high, avoid any further applications for the time being. Very
high (VH) levels may not necessarily be toxic, but avoid. Maintain correct soil pH.
* ZINC: Where levels are low, apply according to label instructions. Consider fertilizer brands that
also contain zinc, although they may not be sufficient to correct a severe deficiency.
* BORON may not necessarily be deficient in the soil, and it is hard to correct an excessive
application. Therefore, apply boron only if confirmed deficient through a leaf analysis.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE PREVIOUS COMMENTS WHERE APPLICABLE, APPLY TO THE ENTIRE REPORT. THANK YOU.
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SOIL ANALYSIS RECOMMENDATIONS
August 29, 2017
Verde Design
1024 Iron Point Road – Suite 100 #1241
Folsom, CA 95630
Attn: Chris Sullivan
Project Name: Hiram Johnson HS

Project Number: 1708500

The following recommendations are based on the results of soil analyses #55432 - #55435
from A & L Western Agricultural Laboratories dated August 23, 2017.
SOIL PREPARATION:
Soccer Field
Materials recommended per 1,000 square feet
150 lbs. Gro-Power® Plus
20 lbs. agricultural lime
1½ - 2 cu. yd. of nitrolized shavings or good quality compost
Baseball Field
Materials recommended per 1,000 square feet
150 lbs. Gro-Power® Plus
20 lbs. agricultural lime
1 - 1½ cu. yd. of nitrolized shavings or good quality compost
Football Field
Materials recommended per 1,000 square feet
150 lbs. Gro-Power® Plus
3 cu. yd. of nitrolized shavings or good quality compost
Softball Field
Materials recommended per 1,000 square feet
150 lbs. Gro-Power® Plus
1 - 1½ cu. yd. of nitrolized shavings or good quality compost
Apply recommended materials and rototill a minimum of two directions, to a depth of 4-6
inches. After soil preparation, but prior to planting, irrigate with overhead irrigation so that a
minimum of 1-3 inches of good quality water passes through the soil profile, beyond the root
zone.
NOTE: If fields are not going to be completely prepped and new sod installed, aerify existing
sod and apply 20 lbs. Gro-Power® Plus per 1,000 sq. ft. Irrigate thoroughly. Avoid top
applications of lime as surface sealing may occur.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

6. APPENDIX
A. SOIL ANALYSIS RESULTS

EVALUATION OF SOIL ELEMENTS:
1. pH is LOW in Soccer and Baseball Fields. Addition of lime in soil preparation will aid in
raising pH to more acceptable levels.
2. Lime level is LOW.
3. EC (soluble salts) is LOW. Within optimum range for most turf grasses.
4. Boron is LOW. No toxicity problem.
5. Exchangeable sodium is LOW with some balance provided by magnesium and calcium.
6. Major nutrients: Nitrogen is LOW - Phosphorus is LOW to HIGH - Potassium is
MODERATE. Gro-Power® products used at specified rates will provide adequate major and
micronutrients for plant establishment and vigorous growth.
SPECIAL COMMENTS:
1. Amendments are more effective when thoroughly mixed into the soil. Excessive lime
applied to surface can lead to surface sealing.
Thank you for giving Gro-Power®, Inc. the opportunity to make recommendations on this
project. If I may be of further assistance to you, or you have any questions regarding the above
stated recommendations, please don’t hesitate to contact me at (562) 754-0415.
Sincerely,

AQUATIC FACILITY
ASSESSMENT

Initially feed with 20 lbs. Gro-Power® Plus per 1,000 sq. ft. on day 45 and 85. Thereafter, feed
with same product at same rate every 8 to 12 weeks, depending on usage and/or desired level of
maintenance. You might consider alternating with a balanced chemical fertilizer, so that ½ to 1
lb. of nitrogen is applied per 1,000 sq. ft. or, Gro-Power® Premium Hi-Nitrogen (18-3-7/ER) at 8
½ lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft.

ACCESSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT

MAINTENANCE:

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

Project Number: 1708500

SAMPLE TURF
MAINTENANCE PLAN

Page 2
August 29, 2017
Verde Design
Project Name: Hiram Johnson HS
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

September 28, 2017

ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES

SACRAMENTO CITY USD

ACCESSIBILITY SURVEY REPORT

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Hiram Johnson
High School
15

Accessibility Survey Report
Site Plan

16
14

17
4
3

13

2

12

1
10
5

Access Compliance Services
Jonathan Adler

11

6
8

9

7

REQUIREMENT

International Symbol of Accessibility sign,
white on a blue 36" x 36" square
background, painted on the pavement
aligned with the rear of parking space
(white border outside the 36" square is
optional; verify with local authority)

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

International Symbol
of Accessibility sign.

Access aisle marking. Access aisle four sides shall be marked by
a border painted blue. Within the blue
border, hatched lines at 36" max. oncenter shall be painted a color contrasting
with the parking surface, preferably blue or
white.

Parking

1 Student / Public Parking

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

1 of 17

Re-paint ISA signs, with 36" square blue
backgrounds, on the pavement aligned with
the rear of the accessible parking space.

Paint a 4" wide blue border stripe at the inner
ends of the access aisles.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

T24: 11B502.6.4.1

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B-502.3.3

Photo #: 1, 2

International Symbol of
Accessibility (ISA) signs on the
pavement have blue
backgrounds that are only 32" x
33-1/2" and 31" x 30-3/4",
excluding the white border.
Photo #: 3, 4

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Access aisle perimeter border
blue lines are not provided at
the aisle's inner ends, at the
student accessible parking
spaces.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

REQUIREMENT

Provide detectable warnings 36" in the
direction of travel for the full width of the
blended condition where walk crosses or
adjoins vehicular way not separated by
curb, guard or handrails, to warn blind
pedestrians they are entering a vehicular
or other hazardous area.

Provide detectable warnings 36" in the
direction of travel for the full width of the
blended condition where walk crosses or
adjoins vehicular way not separated by
curb, guard or handrails, to warn blind
pedestrians they are entering a vehicular
or other hazardous area.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

Detectable warnings
at hazardous
vehicular areas.

Detectable Warnings/Truncated Domes

3 Crosswalk

Detectable warnings
at hazardous
vehicular areas.

Detectable Warnings/Truncated Domes

2 Walk - Transition to Vehicular Area

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B247.1.2.5, 11B705.1.2.5

Photo #: 6

2 of 17

Provide new inline detectable warning
surface; 36" in the direction of travel for the
full width of the blended condition separating
pedestrians from hazardous vehicular areas.

Provide new inline detectable warning
surface; 36" in the direction of travel for the
full width of the blended condition separating
pedestrians from hazardous vehicular areas.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B247.1.2.5, 11B705.1.2.5

Photo #: 5

Detectable warning surfaces do
not extend the full width of the
flush transition, leaving 6" and
5-1/2" gaps on both sides for
one transition are and 6" and 4"
gaps on both sides for the other
transition area.

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Detectable warning surfaces
are not provided at blended
condition where the pedestrian
walk adjoins a vehicular way.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

REQUIREMENT

Provide detectable warnings 36" in the
direction of travel for the full width of the
blended condition where walk crosses or
adjoins vehicular way not separated by
curb, guard or handrails, to warn blind
pedestrians they are entering a vehicular
or other hazardous area.

Level landing with 1:48 (2.1%) max. slope
required at door landing.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

Doors, landing
slopes at entrance.

Doors

5 West Side Pedestrian Gates

Detectable warnings
at hazardous
vehicular areas.

Detectable Warnings/Truncated Domes

4 Crosswalk

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

3 of 17

Modify gate landing to have slopes of 2.1%
max. in any direction.

Provide new inline detectable warning
surface; 36" in the direction of travel for the
full width of the blended condition separating
pedestrians from hazardous vehicular areas.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

T24: 11B404.2.4.4

ADAAG:
404.2.4.4

T24: 11B247.1.2.5, 11B705.1.2.5

Photo #: 7

Gate landing has excessive
cross slopes ranging from 2.4%
to 3.0%.
Photo #: 8

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Detectable warning surface
does not extend the full width of
the flush transition, leaving a 51/2" gap on one side.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

REQUIREMENT

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)

Lever type, panic bars, push-pull or other
hardware operable without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting, operable with one
hand.

Door opening
hardware, type.
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Level landing with 1:48 (2.1%) max. slope
required at door landing.

Doors, landing
slopes at entrance.

Doors

7 Pedestrian Gate Landing

Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

6 Route to Athletic Field

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-404.2.7

Photo #: 11

4 of 17

Provide a new compliant gate latching device
mounted at 44" high maximum.

Modify gate landing to have slopes of 2.1%
max. in any direction.

Regrade the area and replace the walk for it
to have cross slopes of 2.1% max.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 404.2.7

Gate has a latching device that
is not an accessible type.

ADAAG:
404.2.4.4
T24: 11B404.2.4.4

T24: 11B-403.3

Photo #: 9

Gate landing has an excessive
running slope of 3.9%.
Photo #: 10

ADAAG: 403.3

CODE
REFERENCE

Walk towards the athletic field
has excessive cross slopes of
2.8%.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

REQUIREMENT
ADAAG: 404.2.10

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 12

Provide wheelchair spaces and companion
seats at bleachers that are an integral part
of the seating plan.

Accessible ramps have running slopes
ranging from 1:20 to 1:12 (8.3% gradient
max.); 1:48 (2.1%) max. cross slope.
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Bleachers /
expectator seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

Ramp slope on an
accessible path of
travel.

Ramps

CODE
REFERENCE

T24: 11B-221.2.2

Photo #: 16, 17

5 of 17

Provide wheelchair and companion seats
integrated within the bleachers / spectator
seating area.

Provide a new accessible ramp in the area,
with switchback if needed, with compliant
landings and handrails.

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 221.2.2

T24: 11B-405.2

Photo #: 13

Spectator bleachers do not
have wheelchair seating
spaces as integral parts of the
seating plan. (11B-221.2.2)

ADAAG: 405.2

An accessible route is not
provided to the athletic field;
the steep paved walk has
excessive running slopes
ranging from 10% to 15.5%.

Provide a 10" min. high, full width smooth
kick plate on the push side of the gate.

RECOMMENDATION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Gate does not have a 10" min.
high smooth surface on the
bottom of the push side of the
gate.

EXISTING CONDITION

8 Route and Access to Athletic Field - Home Side

Bottom kick plate.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 17, 18

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 14, 15

An accessible route is not
provided to the field storage
room and the second set of
bleachers, only a dirt and grass
walk.

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

Lever type, panic bars, push-pull or other
hardware operable without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting, operable with one
hand.
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Door opening
hardware, type.

Doors

CODE
REFERENCE

T24: 11B-404.2.7

Photo #: 19

6 of 17

Provide a new compliant gate latching device
mounted at 44" high maximum.

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 404.2.7

Gate has a latching device that
is not an accessible type.

Provide an accessible route with asphalt or
concrete paving, 48" min. wide, to the
second set of bleachers.

Provide an accessible route with asphalt
paving, 48" min. wide, to the boundary of
each area of sport activity and at least one
wheelchair space in team and player seating.

RECOMMENDATION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

An accessible route is not
provided to the athletic field
and the player seating
benches, only a dirt walk.

EXISTING CONDITION

9 Route and Access to Athletic Field - Visitors Side

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

REQUIREMENT

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

Provide wheelchair spaces and companion
seats at bleachers that are an integral part
of the seating plan.

Bleachers /
expectator seating
areas.
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Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

REQUIREMENT

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

Bottom kick plate.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-221.2.2

Photo #: 23, 24

7 of 17

Provide wheelchair and companion seats
integrated within the bleachers / spectator
seating area.

Provide an accessible route with asphalt or
concrete paving, 48" min. wide, including an
accessible ramp if needed, to the visitor side
of the field and the player benches

Provide a 10" min. high, full width smooth
kick plate on the push side of the gate.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 221.2.2

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 21, 22

Spectator bleachers do not
have wheelchair seating
spaces as integral parts of the
seating plan. (11B-221.2.2)

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 19, 20

An accessible route is not
provided to the visitor side of
the field and the player seating
benches; the walk has steep
slopes, over dirt and grass.

ADAAG: 404.2.10

CODE
REFERENCE

Gate does not have a 10" min.
high smooth surface on the
bottom of the push side of the
gate.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Gaps no more than 1/2" in the dominant
direction of travel.

Lever type, panic bars, push-pull or other
hardware operable without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting, operable with one
hand.
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Door opening
hardware, type.

Doors

10 Route and Access to Baseball Field

Smooth surface, no
irregular surfaces or
gaps.

REQUIREMENT

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

Walks and Sidewalks

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-404.2.7

Photo #: 30, 31, 35

8 of 17

Provide new compliant gate latching devices
mounted at 44" high maximum.

Fill in the hole in the pavement (capping of
utility may be needed) to provide a smooth
accessible surface. Provide a 6" high curb
along the area with the drop.

Provide an accessible walk with asphalt or
concrete paving, 48" min. wide, to the
bleachers.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 404.2.7

T24: 11B-302.3

Photo #: 25, 26, 27

Gates have a latching device
that is not an accessible type.

ADAAG: 302.3

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 23

Asphalt walk surface has a
hole. Drop adjacent to raised
walk behind score board is too
steep without any protection.

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

CODE
REFERENCE

No accessible route is not
provided to the visiting
spectator bleacher seating,
only a dirt and grass walk.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.
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Provide wheelchair spaces and companion
seats at bleachers that are an integral part
of the seating plan.

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

REQUIREMENT

Bleachers /
expectator seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

Bottom kick plate.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 32

9 of 17

Provide an accessible walk with asphalt or
concrete paving, 48" min. wide, to the
spectator bleachers.

Provide wheelchair and companion seats
integrated within the bleachers / spectator
seating area.

Provide a 10" min. high, full width smooth
kick plate on the push sides of the gates.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

T24: 11B-221.2.2

Photo #: 33

An accessible route is not
provided to spectator bleachers.

ADAAG: 221.2.2

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 30, 31, 35

Spectator bleachers do not
have wheelchair seating
spaces as integral parts of the
seating plan. (11B-221.2.2)

ADAAG: 404.2.10

CODE
REFERENCE

Gates do not have a 10" min.
high smooth surface at the
bottom of the push sides of the
gates.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

REQUIREMENT

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

Bottom kick plate.
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Lever type, panic bars, push-pull or other
hardware operable without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting, operable with one
hand.

Door opening
hardware, type.

Doors

11 Access to Batting Cage

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 36

10 of 17

Provide a 10" min. high, full width smooth
kick plate on the push side of the gate.

Provide a new compliant gate latching device
mounted at 44" high maximum.

Provide an accessible route with asphalt
paving, 48" min. wide, to the boundary of
each area of sport activity and at least one
wheelchair space in team and player seating.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 404.2.10

T24: 11B-404.2.7

Photo #: 36

Gate does not have a 10" min.
high smooth surface on the
bottom of the push side of the
gate.

ADAAG: 404.2.7

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 28, 32, 34

Gate has a latching device that
is not an accessible type.

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

CODE
REFERENCE

An accessible route is not
provided to the baseball field
and player seating, only grass
walk.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

REQUIREMENT

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4
T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 29

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)
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Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

13 Walk Adjacent to Field

Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

CODE
REFERENCE

T24: 11B-403.3

Photo #: 38

11 of 17

Regrade the area and replace the walk for it
to have cross slopes of 2.1% max.

Regrade the area and replace the walk for it
to have cross slopes of 2.1% max.

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 403.3

T24: 11B-403.3

Photo #: 37

Walk adjacent to field has
excessive cross slopes ranging
from 2.5% to 4.1%.

ADAAG: 403.3

Walk in front of pool has
excessive cross slopes ranging
from 2.4% to 3.1%.

Provide an accessible walk with asphalt or
concrete paving, 48" min. wide, to the batting
cage.

RECOMMENDATION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

An accessible route is not
provided to batting cage.

EXISTING CONDITION

12 Walk in front of Swimming Pool - Adjacent to Field

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

REQUIREMENT
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Bleachers /
expectator seating
areas.

Provide wheelchair spaces and companion
seats at bleachers that are an integral part
of the seating plan.

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

Bottom kick plate.

Routes of Travel

Lever type, panic bars, push-pull or other
hardware operable without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting, operable with one
hand.

Door opening
hardware, type.

Doors

14 Route and Access to Softball

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-221.2.2

Photo #: 41

12 of 17

Provide wheelchair and companion seats
integrated within the bleachers / spectator
seating area.

Provide a 10" min. high, full width smooth
kick plate on the push side of the gate.

Provide a new compliant gate latching device
mounted at 44" high maximum.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 221.2.2

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 43

Spectator bleachers do not
have wheelchair seating
spaces as integral parts of the
seating plan. (11B-221.2.2)

ADAAG: 404.2.10

T24: 11B-404.2.7

Photo #: 43

Gate does not have a 10" min.
high smooth surface on the
bottom of the push side of the
gate.

ADAAG: 404.2.7

CODE
REFERENCE

Gate has a latching device that
is not an accessible type.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

Lever type, panic bars, push-pull or other
hardware operable without tight grasping,
pinching or twisting, operable with one
hand.
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Door opening
hardware, type.

Doors

15 Route to Tennis Courts

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

REQUIREMENT

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-404.2.7

Photo #: 45

13 of 17

Provide a new compliant gate latching device
mounted at 44" high maximum.

Provide an accessible route with asphalt
paving, 48" min. wide, to the boundary of
each area of sport activity and at least one
wheelchair space in team and player seating.

Provide an accessible walk with asphalt or
concrete paving, 48" min. wide, to the
spectator bleachers.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 404.2.7

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4
T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

CODE
REFERENCE

Gate has a latching device that
is not an accessible type.

An accessible route is not
provided to softball field and
player seating.
Photo #: 39, 40, 42,
43

An accessible route is not
provided to spectator seating.
Photo #: 41

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

REQUIREMENT

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

Bottom kick plate.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 44, 45

14 of 17

Regrade the area and replace the walk for it
to have cross slopes of 2.1% max. Provide a
new concrete or asphalt paved area at the
gate landing.

Provide a 10" min. high, full width smooth
kick plate on the push side of the gate.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 45

Walk to tennis court has
excessive cross slopes ranging
from 2.4% to 4.6%. There is
grass and uneven surface in
front of the gate.

ADAAG: 404.2.10

CODE
REFERENCE

Gate does not have a 10" min.
high smooth surface on the
bottom of the push side of the
gate.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.

Bottom kick plate door holder.
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Door and gate closers shall be adjusted so
that, from an open position of 90 degrees,
the time required to move the door to a
position of 12 degrees (7.5") from the latch
is 5 seconds min. Opening force 5 lbs.
max. for hinged doors and gates, sliding or
folding doors; except fire rated doors may
have min. force needed to close securely
with 15 lbs. max.

REQUIREMENT

Door and gate
closing speed and
force to open.

Doors

16 Men's Restroom

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 48

15 of 17

Remove the door holder; if needed provide a
high mounted door holder that does not
interfere with the lower 10" of the door.

Adjust existing door closer if possible, or
provide new closer, to meet the accessibility
requirements.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 404.2.10

T24: 11B404.2.8.1

ADAAG:
404.2.8.1

CODE
REFERENCE

Door holder (kickstand type)
obstructs the required smooth
surface on the bottom of the
push side of the door.

Door closing swing time is 2.3
seconds; force required to open
the door is 14-lbs.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Doorways leading to Women's sanitary
facilities shall be identified by a circle 1/4"
thick, 12" in diameter. Symbols shall be
within 1" (right & left) of centered on the
door at 58" to 60" above floor. Their color
and contrast shall be distinctly different
from that of the door.

10" high min. smooth, uninterrupted
surface at push side of doors on
accessible route, except not required at
automatic & sliding doors.
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Restroom door
symbols at all toilets.

Sanitary Facilities

Bottom kick plate door holder.

Doors

REQUIREMENT

Doorways leading to Men's sanitary
facilities shall be designated with
equilateral triangle, 1/4" thick with edges
12" long and a vertex pointing upward.
Symbols shall be within 1" (right & left) of
centered on the door at 58" to 60" above
floor. Their color and contrast shall be
distinctly different from that of the door.

17 Women's Restroom

Restroom door
symbols at all toilets.

Sanitary Facilities

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

16 of 17

Provide the required door symbol mounted
58" to 60" AFF to its centerline on restroom
door. Provide compliant symbol with good
color contrast.

Remove the door holder; if needed provide a
high mounted door holder that does not
interfere with the lower 10" of the door.

Provide the required door symbol mounted
58" to 60" AFF to its centerline on restroom
door. Provide compliant symbol with good
color contrast.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

T24: 11B216.8, 11B703.7.2.6.1, 11B703.7.2.6.2

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B404.2.10

Photo #: 50

The circle symbol is mounted
too low, centered only 56-1/2”
above the floor.
Photo #: 49

ADAAG: 404.2.10

T24: 11B216.8, 11B703.7.2.6.1, 11B703.7.2.6.2

Photo #: 46, 47

Door holder (kickstand type)
obstructs the required smooth
surface on the bottom of the
push side of the door.

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Geometric symbol: the required
geometric symbol of a triangle
is not posted.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL

Toilet paper dispensers shall be located 7"
to 9" in front of the water closet to the
dispenser centerline. Dispenser must
permit continuous paper flow.

REQUIREMENT
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Toilet paper
dispenser location.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-604.7

Photo #: 51

17 of 17

Relocate feminine hygiene product waste bin
to be located behind the toilet paper
dispenser. (The toilet paper dispenser is
required to be mounted 7" min. to 9"max. in
front of the water closet to dispenser
centerline).

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 604.7

CODE
REFERENCE

The waste bin for feminine
hygiene products is too far from
the toilet; centered 18-1/2”
beyond the front edge of the
fixture.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND RESTROOMS

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL
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APPENDIX
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

September 28, 2017

ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES

SACRAMENTO CITY USD

ACCESSIBILITY SURVEY REPORT

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL
SWIMMING POOL

8

Hiram Johnson
High School

7

6

Swimming Pool
Accessibility Survey Report
Site Plan
For Pool Accessibility,
Refer to Hiram Johnson
Pool Floor Plan

5

4

3

2

Access Compliance Services
Jonathan Adler

1

Hiram Johnson
High School

19

20

18

21

Swimming Pool
Accessibility Survey Report
Floor Plan

17
22

17

16

15
17

Access Compliance Services
Jonathan Adler

9

10

11

12

13

14

REQUIREMENT

International Symbol of Accessibility sign,
white on a blue 36" x 36" square
background, painted on the pavement
aligned with the rear of parking space
(white border outside the 36" square is
optional; verify with local authority)

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

International Symbol
of Accessibility sign.

Access aisle marking. Access aisle four sides shall be marked by
a border painted blue. Within the blue
border, hatched lines at 36" max. oncenter shall be painted a color contrasting
with the parking surface, preferably blue or
white.

Parking

1 Student / Public Parking

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B502.6.4.1

Photo #: 3, 4

1 of 17

Paint International Symbol of Accessibility,
with 36" square blue background, on the
pavement aligned with the rear of the
accessible parking space.

Add a blue border 4" stripe at the inner ends
of the access aisles.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B-502.3.3

Photo #: 1, 2

International Symbol of
Accessibility (ISA) signs on the
pavement have blue
backgrounds that are only 32" x
33-1/2" and 31" x 30-3/4",
excluding the white border.

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Blue perimeter borders at
access aisle inner ends are not
provided at student accessible
parking spaces.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Provide detectable warnings 36" in the
direction of travel for the full width of the
blended condition where walk crosses or
adjoins vehicular way not separated by
curb, guard or handrails, to warn blind
pedestrians they are entering a vehicular
or other hazardous area.

Provide detectable warnings 36" in the
direction of travel for the full width of the
blended condition where walk crosses or
adjoins vehicular way not separated by
curb, guard or handrails, to warn blind
pedestrians they are entering a vehicular
or other hazardous area.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Detectable warnings
at hazardous
vehicular areas.

Detectable Warnings/Truncated Domes

3 Crosswalk

Detectable warnings
at hazardous
vehicular areas.

Detectable Warnings/Truncated Domes

2 Walk - Transition to Vehicular Area

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B247.1.2.5, 11B705.1.2.5

Photo #: 6

2 of 17

Provide new inline detectable warning
surface; 36" in the direction of travel for the
full width of the blended condition separating
pedestrians from hazardous vehicular areas.

Provide new inline detectable warning
surface; 36" in the direction of travel for the
full width of the blended condition separating
pedestrians from hazardous vehicular areas.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B247.1.2.5, 11B705.1.2.5

Photo #: 5

Detectable warning surfaces do
not extend the full width of the
flush transition, leaving 6" and
5-1/2" gaps on both sides for
one transition are and 6" and 4"
gaps on both sides for the other
transition area.

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Detectable warning surfaces
are not provided at blended
condition where walk adjoins
vehicular way.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Provide detectable warnings 36" in the
direction of travel for the full width of the
blended condition where walk crosses or
adjoins vehicular way not separated by
curb, guard or handrails, to warn blind
pedestrians they are entering a vehicular
or other hazardous area.

Level landing with 1:48 (2.1%) max. slope
required at door landing.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Doors, landing
slopes at entrance.

Doors

5 West Side Pedestrian Gates

Detectable warnings
at hazardous
vehicular areas.

Detectable Warnings/Truncated Domes

4 Crosswalk

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B404.2.4.4

Photo #: 8

3 of 17

Modify gate landing to have slopes of 2.1%
max. in any direction.

Provide new inline detectable warning
surface; 36" in the direction of travel for the
full width of the blended condition separating
pedestrians from hazardous vehicular areas.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG:
404.2.4.4

T24: 11B247.1.2.5, 11B705.1.2.5

Photo #: 7

Gate landing has excessive
cross slopes ranging from 2.4%
to 3.0%.

ADAAG: N.A.

CODE
REFERENCE

Detectable warning surface
does not extend the full width of
the flush transition, leaving a 51/2" gap on one side.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)

T24: 11B-403.3

Photo #: 10

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

T24: 11B-403.3

4 of 17

Modify or replace walk/sidewalk/pedestrian
way to provide compliant cross slope.

Modify or replace walk/sidewalk/pedestrian
way to provide compliant cross slope.

Regrade the area and replace the walk for it
to have cross slopes of 2.1% max.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

Walk has an excessive cross
slope ranging from 2.5% to
6.1%.
Photo #: 11

ADAAG: 403.3

ADAAG: 403.3

T24: 11B-403.3

Photo #: 9

Walk has an excessive cross
slope ranging from 2.4% to
2.7%.

ADAAG: 403.3

Walk towards athletic field has
an excessive cross slope of
2.8%.

CODE
REFERENCE

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

EXISTING CONDITION

8 Route to Swimming Pool - Walk in front of Gate

Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

7 Route to Swimming Pool - Walk

Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

6 Route to Swimming Pool - Walk

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

REQUIREMENT

Level landing with 1:48 (2.1%) max. slope
required at door landing.

Accessible section 36" min. long, 28" - 34"
high, parallel approach is acceptable.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Service counter,
stand-up service,
height.

Work Surfaces

10 Service Counter

Doors, landing
slopes at entrance.

Doors

9 Swimming Pool Gate

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-902.1,
11B-902.3

Photo #: 15

5 of 17

Remodel counter to provide an accessible
section.

Demolish and replace concrete door landing;
merge smoothly the new landing with the
adjacent walk or sidewalk. Modify the bottom
of the push side of the gate to have a smooth
surface at least 10" high.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 902.1;
902.3

T24: 11B404.2.4.4

Photo #: 12, 13, 14

Two counters are both 36” AFF
by 72” long.

ADAAG:
404.2.4.4

CODE
REFERENCE

Bottom of the door on the pushside of the primary entry gates
poses a 1/2” difference
between the surfaces where
the bottom panel meets the
side panels. The landing on the
exterior side of the gate has a
running slope of 3.2%.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

The cross slope of walking surfaces
(perpendicular to the direction of travel)
shall not be steeper than 1:48 (2.1%)

REQUIREMENT

Locate electric switches and controls no
more than 48" high measured from the top
of the electrical box nor less than 15"
measured from the bottom of the electrical
box to the level of the finished floor or
working platform. Controls shall not require
tight grasping, pinching or twisting of the
wrist, and require 5 lbs. maximum force, to
operate.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Electrical switches
and controls
mounting height, for
use by the occupants
of the room or area
to control lighting,
appliances,
receptacle outlets, or
heating, cooling, and
ventilating equipment.

Electrical, Alarms

12 Women Single-User Restroom

Cross slope.

Walks and Sidewalks

11 Route to Restrooms

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

6 of 17

Relocate light switch, or other control, to
accessible height, providing an accessible
type, when altering the area.

Modify or replace walk/sidewalk/pedestrian
way to provide compliant cross slope.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

T24: 11B308.1.1; 11B-309

ADAAG: 309

T24: 11B-403.3

Photo #: 16

Light switch measures 49-1/2”
AFF to the top of its electrical
box.

ADAAG: 403.3

CODE
REFERENCE

Walk has an excessive cross
slope of 5.4% at a floor drain.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

Doorways leading to Men's sanitary
facilities shall be designated with
equilateral triangle, 1/4" thick with edges
12" long and a vertex pointing upward.
Symbols shall be within 1" (right & left) of
centered on the door at 58" to 60" above
floor. Their color and contrast shall be
distinctly different from that of the door.

Side grab bar 42" min. long, outer end 24"
min. in front of water closet & 54" min. from
rear wall.

Restroom door
symbols at all toilets.

Adult: Toilet side
grab bars.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Braille shall be placed 3/8" min. to 1/2"
max. directly below the tactile characters,
flush left or centered and 3/8" min. from
raised borders and decorative elements.
Where tactile text is multi-lined, all Braille
shall be placed together below all lines of
tactile text.

REQUIREMENT

Entry wall restroom
identification sign
Braille position.

Sanitary Facilities

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

7 of 17

Remount grab bar to compliant location.

Provide the required door symbol mounted
58" to 60" AFF to its centerline on restroom
door. Provide compliant symbol with good
color contrast.

Provide the required restroom identification
signage including Contracted Grade 2
Braille, raised characters, mounted on wall
adjacent to latch side of restroom door, at
compliant height.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

T24: 11B-604.5

ADAAG: 604.5

T24: 11B216.8, 11B703.7.2.6.1, 11B703.7.2.6.2

Photo #: 17

Side grab bar extends only 51”
from the rear wall.

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B-216.2,
11B-703..3.2

ADAAG: 703.2;
703.3

CODE
REFERENCE

The required geometric symbol
of a circle is not provided on
the Women's restroom door.

Tactile signage: Sign is
centered only 6-1/2” from the
edge of the door; Braille is not
“Contracted Grade 2” and it is
not properly positioned below
the raised characters.
Photo #: 18, 19

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

Grab bars shall have a clear space to the
mounting wall of 1-1/2" exact; 1-1/2" min.
clear space below and at the ends and a
12" min. clear space above.

At least one of each type of accessory
shall be located on an accessible route
and mounted 40" max. from floor to
highest operating slot or control: towels,
soap, sanitary napkins, seat covers, waste
receptacles, dispensers and other
equipment and controls.

Mirror above accessible lavatory or vanity
counter shall be mounted 40" max. from
floor to bottom of reflective surface.

Clearance around
grab bars.

Adult: Dispensers
and accessories.

Mirror mounting
height.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Rear grab bar 36" min. long extending
from the centerline of the water closet 12"
min. toward the side wall and 24" min. to
the open side.

REQUIREMENT

Adult: Toilet rear
grab bars.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-603.3

ADAAG: 603.3

Lower mirror.

8 of 17

Lower accessible restroom accessories.

Remove or relocate accessory that projects
into the required clear space above, below or
at the ends of the grab bar.

Remount grab bar to compliant location.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

Bottom of the reflective surface
of the mirror is 40-1/2” AFF.

T24: 11B-603.5

ADAAG: 601.1

T24: 11B-609.3

Photo #: 21

Soap dispenser is mounted 411/2” AFF to the operable part,
higher than the 40" max.
allowed.

ADAAG: 609.3

T24: 11B-604.5

Photo #: 22

Clear space above the side
grab bar is only 1-1/2” to the
seat cover dispenser.

ADAAG: 604.5

CODE
REFERENCE

Rear grab bar extends only 22”
from the toilet fixture centerline
toward the wide, transfer side
of the fixture.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

At least one of each type of accessory
shall be accessible type, and shall be
located on an accessible route and
mounted 40" max. from floor to highest
operating slot or control: towels, soap,
sanitary napkins, seat covers, waste
receptacles, dispensers and other
equipment and controls.

Adult: Dispensers
and accessories.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Toilet paper dispensers shall be located 7"
to 9" in front of the water closet to the
dispenser centerline. Dispenser must
permit continuous paper flow.

REQUIREMENT

Toilet paper
dispenser location.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-603.5

Photo #: 20

9 of 17

Provide new accessible restroom
accessories.

Remount the toilet paper dispenser to be 7"
to 9" in front of the water closet to the
dispenser's centerline.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 601.1

T24: 11B-604.7

Photo #: 23

Paper towel dispenser is
mounted 45” AFF to the
operable part (the crank),
higher than the 40" max.
allowed; the dispenser is not an
accessible type because it
requires pinching to operate.

ADAAG: 604.7

CODE
REFERENCE

Accessible compartment toilet
paper dispenser is centered 14”
beyond the front edge of the
toilet fixture.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Doorways leading to Men's sanitary
facilities shall be designated with
equilateral triangle, 1/4" thick with edges
12" long and a vertex pointing upward.
Symbols shall be within 1" (right & left) of
centered on the door at 58" to 60" above
floor. Their color and contrast shall be
distinctly different from that of the door.

Locate electric switches and controls no
more than 48" high measured from the top
of the electrical box nor less than 15"
measured from the bottom of the electrical
box to the level of the finished floor or
working platform. Controls shall not require
tight grasping, pinching or twisting of the
wrist, and require 5 lbs. maximum force, to
operate.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Restroom door
symbols at all toilets.

Sanitary Facilities

Electrical switches
and controls
mounting height, for
use by the occupants
of the room or area
to control lighting,
appliances,
receptacle outlets, or
heating, cooling, and
ventilating equipment.

Electrical, Alarms

13 Men Single-User Restroom

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B216.8, 11B703.7.2.6.1, 11B703.7.2.6.2

Photo #: 24

10 of 17

Provide the required door symbol mounted
58" to 60" AFF to its centerline on restroom
door. Provide compliant symbol with good
color contrast.

Relocate light switch, or other control, to
accessible height, providing an accessible
type, when altering the area.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: N.A.

T24: 11B308.1.1; 11B-309

ADAAG: 309

CODE
REFERENCE

The required geometric symbol
of a triangle is not provided on
the Men's restroom door.

Light switch measures 49-1/2”
AFF to the top of its electrical
box.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

Locate water closet 17" to 18" from
centerline of fixture to face of adjacent side
wall or partition.

Grab bars shall have a clear space to the
mounting wall of 1-1/2" exact; 1-1/2" min.
clear space below and at the ends and a
12" min. clear space above.

Rear grab bar 36" min. long extending
from the centerline of the water closet 12"
min. toward the side wall and 24" min. to
the open side.

Water closet
distance to adjacent
wall.

Clearance around
grab bars.

Adult: Toilet rear
grab bars.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Braille shall be placed 3/8" min. to 1/2"
max. directly below the tactile characters,
flush left or centered and 3/8" min. from
raised borders and decorative elements.
Where tactile text is multi-lined, all Braille
shall be placed together below all lines of
tactile text.

REQUIREMENT

Entry wall restroom
identification sign
Braille position.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

11 of 17

Remount grab bar to compliant location.

Remove or relocate accessory that projects
into the required clear space above, below or
at the ends of the grab bar.

Relocate water closet and its plumbing
connections; repair adjacent finished
surfaces. If needed, provide new accessible
water closet.

Provide the required restroom identification
signage including Contracted Grade 2
Braille, raised characters, mounted on wall
adjacent to latch side of restroom door, at
compliant height.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

T24: 11B-604.5

ADAAG: 604.5

T24: 11B-609.3

Photo #: 26

Rear grab bar extends only 21”
from the toilet fixture centerline
toward the wide, transfer side
of the fixture.

ADAAG: 609.3

Clear space above the side
grab bar is only 2” to the seat
cover dispenser.

T24: 11B-604.2

ADAAG: 604.2

T24: 11B-216.2,
11B-703..3.2

Photo #: 25

Toilet fixture is centered 18-7/8”
from the near sidewall.

ADAAG: 703.2;
703.3

CODE
REFERENCE

Tactile signage: Sign is
centered only 6-1/2” from the
edge of the door; Braille is not
“Contracted Grade 2” and it is
not properly positioned below
the raised characters.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

Grab bars shall have a clear space to the
mounting wall of 1-1/2" exact; 1-1/2" min.
clear space below and at the ends and a
12" min. clear space above.

Mirror above accessible lavatory or vanity
counter shall be mounted 40" max. from
floor to bottom of reflective surface.

Toilet paper dispensers shall be located 7"
to 9" in front of the water closet to the
dispenser centerline. Dispenser must
permit continuous paper flow.

Clearance around
grab bars.

Mirror mounting
height.

Toilet paper
dispenser location.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Side grab bar 42" min. long, outer end 24"
min. in front of water closet & 54" min. from
rear wall.

REQUIREMENT

Adult: Toilet side
grab bars.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-604.7

Photo #: 28

12 of 17

Remount the toilet paper dispenser to be 7"
to 9" in front of the water closet to the
dispenser's centerline.

Lower mirror.

Ensure 1-1/2” minimum clearance between
the valve and the bottom of the grab bar by
raising the bar at least 1”, provided that
doing so does not result in the top of the bar
being higher than 36” AFF. Otherwise,
modify the plumbing pipes to ensure 1-1/2”
minimum clearance.

Remount grab bar to compliant location.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 604.7

Accessible compartment toilet
paper dispenser is centered 141/2” beyond the front edge of
the toilet fixture.

T24: 11B-603.3

ADAAG: 603.3

T24: 11B-609.3

Photo #: 27

Bottom of the reflective surface
of the mirror is 40-1/2” AFF.

ADAAG: 609.3

T24: 11B-604.5

ADAAG: 604.5

CODE
REFERENCE

Clear space below the rear
grab bar is only 1/2” to the top
of the flush valve.

Side grab bar extends only 52”
from the rear wall.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

At least one of each type of accessory
shall be located on an accessible route
and mounted 40" max. from floor to
highest operating slot or control: towels,
soap, sanitary napkins, seat covers, waste
receptacles, dispensers and other
equipment and controls.

Adult: Dispensers
and accessories.

Roll-in shower 60" min. width between wall
surfaces x 30" min. depth with the full
opening width on the long side, complying
with Figure 11B-608.2.2. Provide a 36"
min. wide clear space and a compliant
folding seat and grab bars.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Standard roll-in
shower size and
controls.

Sanitary Facilities

14 Roll-In Shower

At least one of each type of accessory
shall be accessible type, and shall be
located on an accessible route and
mounted 40" max. from floor to highest
operating slot or control: towels, soap,
sanitary napkins, seat covers, waste
receptacles, dispensers and other
equipment and controls.

REQUIREMENT

Adult: Dispensers
and accessories.

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-608.2.2

Photo #: 29

13 of 17

Remodel shower as needed to meet the
accessible configuration requirements.
Provide accessible controls and accessories.

Lower accessible restroom accessories.

Provide new accessible restroom
accessories.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 608.2.2

T24: 11B-603.5

ADAAG: 601.1

T24: 11B-603.5

ADAAG: 601.1

CODE
REFERENCE

The shower is the correct size,
but the seat and the controls
are not on the correct walls.
The seat is on the back wall
(required to be on a sidewall)
and the controls are on a
sidewall (required on the back
wall, adjacent to the seat).

Soap dispenser is mounted 411/4” AFF to the operable part,
higher than the 40" max.
allowed.

Paper towel dispenser requires
pinching to operate the crank not an accessible type.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Stair handrails shall extend beyond the
bottom nosing, at the slope of the stairs, a
distance equal to the depth of one tread,
and then continue horizontally 12” further
parallel to the bottom landing. They shall
be returned to floor, wall or post. Inner stair
handrails shall be continuous (no vertical
sections) and need not extend out into the
landing.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

Bottom handrail
extensions.

Stairs

16 Stair Handrails

Handrails required at 12" min. horizontal handrail extensions
ramps, that is slopes beyond the sloped ramp must be provided
exceeding 5%. 12"
at the top and bottom ramp landings.
min. horizontal
handrail extensions
beyond the sloped
ramp required at top
and bottom of ramp
runs.

Ramps

15 Ramp Handrails

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B505.10.3

Photo #: 32, 33

14 of 17

Provide handrails with compliant extensions
at both sides of the stair.

Provide compliant handrail extension.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 505.10.3

T24: 11B505.10.1

Photo #: 30, 31

The bottom of the stair
handrails extend horizontally
only 4” before the railing curves
down and away from the stairs.
The top of the stair handrails
extends only 7” before the
railing curves.

ADAAG: 505.10.1

CODE
REFERENCE

At 3 of the 4 ends, the
handrails do not provide a
straight 12” long extension
before the railing begins to
curve.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Provide wheelchair spaces and companion
seats at bleachers that are an integral part
of the seating plan.

Stair shall comply with all code
requirements including uniform riser height
between 4" and 7", uniform tread depth
from 11" min., contrasting color stripes on
all step nosings, handrails at both sides
mounted between 34" and 38" high above
nosings with top and bottom horizontal
extensions 12" min. long.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

Exterior stair with
multiple code
violations.

Stairs

18 Stairs to Girls Locker Room

Bleachers /
expectator seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

17 Stepped Platform/Seating

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-210;
11B-504

Photo #: 37

15 of 17

Provide new compliant contrasting striping
and handrails with extensions at both sides
of the stair.

Remodel spectator bleachers to provide
compliant wheelchair and companion seating
as well as regular seats for other spectators.
Contrasting color striping is strongly
recommended at the outer edges of the
platforms because the platforms require
stepping from one level to the next.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 210; 504

T24: 11B-221.2.2

Photo #: 34, 35, 36

Stairs to the Girls Locker Room
lack striping; handrails do not
provide required extensions or
even extend to the end of the
stairs and also do not meet the
standards for accessible grip
profile of minimum 4” perimeter
dimension.

ADAAG: 221.2.2

CODE
REFERENCE

No wheelchair and companion
seating provided. Stepped
platforms ostensibly function as
seating. Standard seats
however are approximately 15”
to 17” high. The 5” high
intervals between the platforms
result in seats that a user must
squat down to use.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

Provide an accessible route of travel to the
boundary of each area of sport activity.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
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Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

20 Route to Boys Locker Room

Accessible route to
sport activities(s) /
team player seating
areas.

Routes of Travel

19 Route to Girls Locker Room

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 39

16 of 17

Provide new compliant ramp to the boundary
of each area of sport activity and at least one
wheelchair space in team and player seating.

Provide new compliant ramp to the boundary
of each area of sport activity and at least one
wheelchair space in team and player seating.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

T24: 11B206.2.18; 11B221.2.1.4

Photo #: 38

There is no accessible route to
the pool from the Boys Locker
Room. Both routes require
traveling stairs.

ADAAG:
221.2.1.4

CODE
REFERENCE

There is no accessible route to
the pool from the Girls Locker
Room. The only route requires
travel over stairs.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

REQUIREMENT

Stair shall comply with all code
requirements including uniform riser height
between 4" and 7", uniform tread depth
from 11" min., contrasting color stripes on
all step nosings, handrails at both sides
mounted between 34" and 38" high above
nosings with top and bottom horizontal
extensions 12" min. long.

Swimming pools must have a pool lift or
other means of providing access and exit
from the pool, capable of unassisted
operation from both the deck and water
levels.

© 2017 ACCESS COMPLIANCE SERVICES - CASp
GILDA PUENTE-PETERS ARCHITECTS - CASp

Swim pool access to
the water.

Swimming Pools

22 Access to Swimming Pool

Exterior stair with
multiple code
violations.

Stairs

21 Stairs to Boys Locker Room

ELEMENT

Inspection Date: August-16-2016
Report Date: September-28-2017

T24: 11B-242.2

Photo #: 41

17 of 17

Provide a swimming pool lift, and modify
surface around the pool if needed.

Provide new compliant contrasting striping
and handrails with extensions at both sides
of the stair.

RECOMMENDATION

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Accessibility Survey Report

ADAAG: 242.2

T24: 11B-210;
11B-504

Photo #: 40

An installed, assistive pool lift
at the pool area is not evident.

ADAAG: 210; 504

CODE
REFERENCE

Stairs to the Boys Locker Room
lack striping; handrails do not
provide required extensions or
even extend to the end of the
stairs and also do not meet the
standards for accessible grip
profile of minimum 4” perimeter
dimension.

EXISTING CONDITION

SITE AND BUILDING

HIRAM JOHNSON HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL
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A.

SCOPE
On August 9th and 10th, 2017 Aquatic Design Group (ADG) visited five Sacramento
USD Swimming Pools with the purpose of starting a study to analyze safety and
maintenance concerns, and code violations at each site. Specific scope items for this
report include (pasted directly from ADG’s contract):


Visit the project site and meet with staff to determine facility program needs and
other issues to be addressed.



Document existing conditions, including identification of code violations and safety
/ maintenance concerns.



Prepare a written report outlining observations and making recommendations for
mitigation.



Prepare a series of potential options for consideration by CLIENT, including, but
not limited to: renovation of existing pool with no change in program; removal and
replacement of existing pool with current program if applicable; and removal and
replacement of existing pool with program enhancement.



Forward draft copy of report with design options for CLIENT review and comment.



Upon receipt of CLIENT comments, prepare final report and provide five (5)
original copies, as well as digital copy in Adobe .pdf format.

ADG’s contract for this scope of work falls under Verde Design Group’s contract with
the District. Mr. Ron Edwards helped arrange the facility tours and attended three of
the sites along with ADG’s representative and Mr. Kent Jones, District Facilities
Operations Specialist, who accompanied ADG on each site visit. Site specific
maintenance personal were also available at each site.
During the site visit visual inspections of all five sites were undertaken. Access to the
pool decks and pool mechanical spaces was provided during the site visits. All other
site concerns including the locker rooms, the surrounding building spaces,
accessibility to the mechanical and chemical spaces, accessibility to the pools
themselves, and code required fixture counts are excluded from the scope of this
report.
The information provided within is based on interviews with staff while on site, and a
visual inspection of the facility.
No destructive or invasive testing was undertaken during this process. It is not
improbable that a facility of this age could have underlying issues that have gone
unnoticed by staff and are not apparent to a visual inspection; therefore, this report
attempts to provide an accurate and realistic assessment of existing conditions. This
report should be read in full with no excerpts to be fully representative of the findings
and has been prepared exclusively for Verde Design Group and the Sacramento
Unified School District. No liability is accepted for any use or reliance on the report by
third parties.
Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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The following report is not meant to be an exhaustive summary of the history and
status of the current pools. This report identifies obvious violations of codes that
were found. Some of these violations may currently be operating on a grandfathered
exemption. It is important to note that though some exemptions may allow continued
operation, the potential risks remain. Therefore, it is recommended these issues are
reviewed on an individual basis for determination of disposition and possible
remediation.
Certain violations of the State Administrative Code may be due to deterioration and
material failures in which the code requires these violations be rectified immediately
or the facility is to be shut down. Other violations may be due to modifications to the
code over the years. Provided the violation is not deemed an immediate health or
safety risk the facility may be allowed to continue operating in what is commonly
referred to as a “grandfatherable exemption”. Any risk not deemed as immediate
should be re-evaluated when facility modifications occur. Given the subjective nature
of the interpretation of the code, violations that may be deemed a grandfatherable
violation at one point may be viewed differently at another time. As such it is
recommended that any violation be noted and reviewed by the District on a regular
basis.

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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Existing Pool Sites
Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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B.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The five high school sites visited as part of this report are in various stages of their life
cycles. Only one of the sites, Rosemont High School, could be considered a “modern”
aquatic center capable of hosting and attracting large CIF or club swimming or diving
meets.
The mechanical and chemical systems at each site is different. It is recommended
that the District develop and maintain a District-Wide standard for all mechanical and
chemical systems and components. Having such a strategy would allow for
replacements of older, failing components to be streamlined, prices to be more
predictable, and the procurement process streamlined. Some larger items wouldn’t be
replaced until major renovations occur. Another benefit of such a system is that it
would allow the District to purchase in bulk and have replacement parts and
components in a warehouse for prompt replacement to minimize downtime.
Many of the sites visited have access issues that, in the opinion of ADG, are not in
compliance with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA), California Building Code
(CBC), or would be approved by the Division of State Architect (DSA). Further
analysis of each site should be undertaken by an expert in this field.
This report outlines code violations, safety and maintenance concerns, and potential
enhancements. The code violations demand immediate attention. The safety and
maintenance concerns should be reviewed and weighed. A typical response is to
allocate funds to the issues which expose the District to the most potential liability
before moving on to other issues which, while needing attention, fail to present much
of a risk to patrons or staff. As renovations are undertaken the potential
enhancements should be closely considered. In many cases much of the cost of an
enhancement can be shared with the cost of a required or otherwise necessary
renovation project.
This report is a draft. Upon receipt of comments from Verde Design Group or the
District, corrections, additions, clarifications, and other comments will be picked up
and a final report will be issued.

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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C.

CODES
For the purpose of this report the facilities’ compliance with current codes will be
examined. The current codes that apply are:










Uniform Building Code
California Building Code
California Electric Code – Article 680
Uniform Fire Code – Article 80
California Fire Code – Article 80
Uniform Mechanical Code
California Mechanical Code
Title 24 of the California Administrative Code
Title 22 of the California Health and Safety Code

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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D.

FACILITY DATA

Hiram Johnson High School

Aerial View of the Hiram Johnson HS Pools
Hiram Johnson High School has two bodies of water: a six-lane x 25-yard swimming pool
and a wading pool. The swimming pool has six lanes and has approximate dimension of 45’
x 75’. Depths range from 3’-6” to 5’-6”.
Pools and Deck:

Swimming and Wading Pools
The swimming pool includes:
 Seven skimmers
 Two 18” x 18” main drains
 Four ladders with protruding steps
Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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Pool was resurfaced in 2016

The wading pool is approximately 42’ x 28’ with depths that range from 0’-0” to 18”. The pool
incudes:



Two skimmers
One Rain Drop umbrella water feature

Hiram Johnson Pool Decks
The pool decking is spacious concrete with what appears to be a broom finish. The deck is in
decent overall condition but does show signs of age including cracks at multiple locations. The
deck drainage is handled with area drains. Three tiered concrete risers surround the pool on
three sides. Site lighting is provided with a series of what appears to be incandescent lights
attached to the buildings around the perimeter of the pool decks. There are two deck showers at
the facility- one gang style shower and one ADA compliant shower. There is a dry-playground
style climb-on structure behind one of the ladders along the length of the pool.
Pool Mechanical and Chemical Systems:
The pool mechanical and chemical systems are located immediately adjacent the pool area in a
fenced in enclosure with a roof. The enclosure appears to meet all codes and all equipment
appeared to be well cared for and in reasonable condition given its age. The systems are
comprised of:







Filters
o Swimming pool- Stark HRS Filter
o Wading pool- Triton TR140
Pumps
o Wading pool Sta-Rite 2hp Circulation Pump
o Raindrop feature Sta-Rite 2hp Booster Pump
o Swimming pool Marathon 5hp Circulation Pump 208/220V
Heater
o Laars Mighty Therm 1,496,500 BTU gas fired boiler
Controllers
o Swimming pool – Chemtrol
o Diving pool- Chemtrol
Chlorine
o Swimming pool- Pulsar 3 calcium hypochlorite system

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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o Diving pool- Pulsar 3 calcium hypochlorite system
pH
o Muriatic acid drum
 Swimming pool- Stenner 45M5
 Wading pool- Stenner 45M5
o CO2 system which has been abandoned

Hiram Johnson Mechanical Enclosure
Code Violations:
According to staff there are no outstanding code violations at the facility.
Safety and Maintenance Concerns:
The pool decking, as previously noted, shows signs of age including cracks throughout.
While not in immediate risk of failure, the decks should be monitored and any cracks
that appear to be in risk of creating hazards to the feet of patrons be repaired
immediately.
It is also recommended to remove all abandoned CO2 equipment from the mechanical
room.
The two pools do not feature variable speed drives which can reduce operating costs
and extend the life of the pumps. Consideration should be given to adding a variable
speed drive to the swimming pool system in the near future.
Protruding steps into the pool is a potential hazard. If the pool is to be refinished it would
be recommended to replace the protruding steps with inset steps.
Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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ADG is of the opinion that the dry playground climb on structure is a safety concern as it
could block the view of lifeguards to all areas of the pool. It is also potentially in violation
of California Building Code Section 3114B.1 General which states:
“A minimum continuous and unobstructed 4-foot wide (1219 mm) slip resistant,
cleanable, nonabrasive deck area of concrete or like material shall be provided
flush with the top of the pool coping extending completely around the pool…”
If this feature is desired to be kept, it is recommended to relocate it away from the pool
edge, regardless of whether it is a code violation.

Dry Playground Structure at Hiram Johnson Pool
Other Observations:
The pools at Hiram Johnson are different from the other four sites since they were
originally constructed as a shared facility between the USD and the City of Sacramento.
Staff reports that this resulted in compromises that have left the District with a less than
ideal high school facility. Specific examples of this were pointed out to be depths that
don’t comply with CIF standards, a wading pool, and a dry playground style climb on
structure that the District doesn’t use. The shade structures are in poor condition and
need replacing. The main fixtures to meet code required fixture counts are in the locker
rooms which were not available to ADG during our site visit. One female and one male
toilet are available directly from the pool deck.

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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E.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPTIONS
This section shall provide recommendations for each site including: renovation of
existing pool(s) with no change in program; removal and replacement of existing pool
with current program if applicable; and removal and replacement of existing pool with
program enhancement. Not every site will have each option.
Any code violations or safety concerns that pose an immediate risk of liability to the
District will also be covered in this section.
Hiram Johnson High School
Areas of Immediate Concern
1.

The existing dry-playground feature should be removed or relocated to ensure
a minimum four-foot unobstructed walkway around the pool as well as
improving access around the perimeter of the pool and improving visibility of
the entire pool deck for lifeguards.

Potential Renovation / Enhancements
1.

As the existing wading pool does not get much use removal of the pool and
water feature would create more deck space and allow the District and pool
users to have access to a larger deck that could be programmed for a variety
of purposes.

2.

The existing swimming pool does not have sufficient depths to allow for CIF
competitions. A renovation project which includes deepening one end of the
pool would allow for competitive swimming to be held at the site. In such a
renovation, the deep end would need to be at least 6’-6” to comply with
industry standards for the installation of diving blocks.

3.

Adding shade to the spectator areas would greatly improve the attractiveness
and functionality of the pool for users. This along with deepening the pool and
removing the wading pool would create a nice venue capable of hosting CIF
and club swim meets.

4.

As part of any renovation project it would be recommended to replace the
concrete pool decking around the pool area.

5.

As part of any renovation the existing protruding steps should be removed and
replaced with inset steps improving the safety and functionality of the outside
two swimming lanes.

6.

The CO2 equipment should be removed from the mechanical space to create
more space in the room for storage and lay down areas.

7.

A variable speed drive should be added to increase energy efficiency and
lifespan of the circulation pump.

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.
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Safety Assessment
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8.

A modern chemical controller with remote monitoring capabilities should be
added to allow staff to better monitor and control water chemistry.
Due to site constraints increasing the size of the pool is likely prohibitive from
a cost standpoint and therefore not recommended unless desired by the
District with a verified programmatic need. Making the pool deep enough to
host CIF water polo competitions is likewise impractical due to site constraints
and given pool uses which include open swim to the public and PE uses. The
pool would need to become all deep with a constant depth of at least 6’ which
would require a “Special Purpose” classification. Such a classification is
required for all bodies of water that do not include depths of at least 3’-6”. This
classification would prevent the pool from being used for any non-competitive
purpose.

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.

Sacramento City USD Swimming Aquatic
Safety Assessment
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Sacramento USD Pool Study
Estimates of Probable Cost

Hiram Johnson High School
Areas of Immediate Concern
Item
Remove and Relocate Play Structure

Cost Estimate
$
4,000.00

Potential Renovation / Enhancements
Item
Remove Wading Pool and Replace with Deck
Renovate Deep End to 7' Depth*
Two New 400 SF Shade Structures
R&R Pool Deck
New Inset Steps and Removable Ladders
Remove CO2 Equipment

Cost Estimate
$ 65,000.00
$ 340,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 240,000.00
$ 16,000.00
$
-

New VFD

$

25,000.00

New Chemical Controller

$

22,500.00

* Includes removing and replacing all piping, upsizing mechancial components, and resurfacing entire pool.

Aquatic Design Group, Inc.
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Safety Assessment

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

Safety Assessment
Priority

Priority - Track Field

$1,060,498

Priority - Ball Fields

$3,940,463

Priority - Pool

Total Cost for Priority Items:

$4,000.00

$

5,004,961

Full Replacement

Area A: Stadium

$1,635,906

Area B: Baseball

$3,745,952

Area C: Softball

$2,267,789

Area D: Soccer/Multiuse Field

$1,308,494

Area E: Tennis Courts

$550,050

Area E: Pool

$834,500

Total Cost for Full Replacement:

$

10,342,692

Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Stadium
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

Item
Demolition
Clear, Grub and Off Haul
Demolish Decomposed Granite (Fines), Dirt, and/or Sand
Demolish Goal posts
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Miscellaneous Removal

Quantity

Unit

103,957
38,732
1
103,957
1

sf
sf
pr
sf
ls

$0.70
$0.50
$500.00
$0.25
$2,000.00

Full Replacement Base
Estimate
$120,625
$72,770
$19,366
$500
$25,989
$2,000

Grading / Drainage / Utilities
Rough/Fine Grading
Storm Drainage/ Sewer

142,690
142,690

sf
sf

$1.00
$0.85

$263,977
$142,690
$121,287

5,200 sf
195 ton

$10.85
$30.00

$62,270
$56,420
$5,850

Hardscape
Concrete Paving (4" depth) - POT
AB Base (18" depth)
Fencing
Fencing Repairs
Track Surfacing
Decomposed Granite
Curb - Track Exterior Perimeter (6"w x 12" d)
Landscape (Field)
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period
Athletic Furnishings
FB Goal Post
Soccer Goal Set with Nets
Soccer Corner Flags
Irrigation
Booster Pump
Sportsfield Irrigation
Irrigation Controller

Unit Cost

1

ls

$20,000.00

$20,000
$20,000

38,732
1,490

sf
lf

$6.00
$40.00

$291,992
$232,392
$59,600

103,957
103,957

sf
sf

$2.00
$0.20

$228,705
$207,914
$20,791

1
1
1

set
set
set

$23,000.00
$10,000.00
$1,000.00

$34,000
$23,000
$10,000
$1,000

1
103,957
1

ea
sf
ea

$50,000.00
$1.50
$2,500.00

$208,436
$50,000
$155,936
$2,500

Subtotal Estimated Bid -Stadium:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

Total Estimate Stadium Project Costs:
Notes:

$1,230,005
$36,900
$24,600
$98,400
$123,000
$123,000

$1,635,906

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Baseball
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

Item
Demolition
Clear, Grub and Off Haul
Demolish Infield Fines (6" depth stockpile for reuse)
Demolish Hardscape
Demolish Fence, curbs and/or edgebands
Demolish Backstop
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Dugout Removal
Bleacher Removal

Quantity

Unit

192,572
9,684
1,233
776
1
192,572
1
1

sf
sf
sf
lf
ls
sf
ls
ls

$0.70
$0.50
$2.00
$2.50
$2,000.00
$0.25
$2,000.00
$2,000.00

Full Replacement Base
Estimate
$198,191
$134,800
$4,842
$2,466
$1,940
$2,000
$48,143
$2,000
$2,000

Grading / Drainage / Utilities
Rough/Fine Grading
Lime Treatment (3-4% @ 12" depth)
Storm Drainage/ Sewer
2" Domestic Water Line
Misc. Electrical connections

210,069
13,505
210,069
700
1

sf
sf
sf
lf
ls

$1.00
$0.85
$0.85
$15.00
$5,000.00

$415,607
$210,069
$11,479
$178,559
10,500
$5,000

Hardscape
Concrete Paving
Infield Fines (Infield)
Infield Clay (4" Under 2" Infield Mix)
Edgeband-Type 1 (12"w x 18"d)

13,505
14,000
150
300

sf
sf
sf
lf

$10.85
$4.00
$7.50
$91.00

$230,954
$146,529
$56,000
$1,125
$27,300

124,672
124,672

sf
sf

$2.00
$0.20

$274,278
$249,344
$24,934

55,240
55,240

sf
sf

$2.00
$0.20

$121,528
$110,480
$11,048

Fencing - Perimeter
6' Chain Link Fence (Perimeter Fencing)
Gate- Type 3 (6' t x 4'w) (Perimeter Fencing)
Gate- Type 4 (6' t x double 10'w) (Perimeter Fencing)

320
1
1

lf
ea
ea

$80.00
$2,000.00
$4,200.00

$31,800
$25,600
$2,000
$4,200

Fencing - Baseball
SportaFence (6'x10' wheeled sections w/yellow safety cap)
8' Chain Link Fence
Backstop (includes EB & Baseboards)
Gate- Type 1 (8' t x 4'w)

650
180
1
4

lf
lf
ea
ea

$100.00
$100.00
$35,000.00
$3,000.00

$130,000
$65,000
$18,000
$35,000
$12,000

1
1
16

ls
ls
ls

$270,000.00
$16,000.00
$500.00

$294,000
$270,000
$16,000
$8,000

Bullpen
8' Chain Link Fence
Edgeband-Type 1 (12"w x 18"d)
Tall Concrete Curb
Pitchers Area and Bases Clay
Infield Fines - 6" Deep
Gate- Type 1 (8' t x 4'w)
Homeplate
Pitcher's Rubber

625
20
620
432
2,484
4
4
4

lf
lf
lf
sf
sf
ea
ea
ea

$100.00
$91.00
$100.00
$6.00
$4.00
$3,000.00
$300.00
$350.00

$153,448
$62,500
$1,820
$62,000
$2,592
$9,936
$12,000
$1,200
$1,400

Batting Cage
14' Chain Link Fence
Gate- Type 1 (8' t x 4'w)
Chain Link Fence Roof
Trusses
Edgeband-Type 1 (12"w x 18"d) - Fence
Edgeband - Type 2 (6"w x 18" d) - Synthetic Turf
Finite Grading - Infield Fines
Synthetic Filled Turf (Material Installed Only)
Base Rock
Synthetic Turf Connection
Infield Fines - 6" deep

176
1
1,793
7
145
30
520
934
934
92
520

lf
ea
sf
ea
lf
lf
sf
lf
sf
lf
sf

$150.00
$3,000.00
$20.00
$1,100.00
$91.00
$45.00
$0.50
$5.75
$2.00
$5.00
$4.00

Landscape (Field)
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period
Landscape (Perimeter)
NatNatural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
NatNatural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period

Dugouts
CMU Dugout
Two Tier Aluminum Bench (8 benches)
Helmet and Bat Rack

Unit Cost

$107,854
$26,400
$3,000
$35,860
$7,700
$13,195
$1,350
$260
$5,371
$1,868
$460
$2,080
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Infield Fines Over Clay
Homeplate
Batting Cage Tunnel Net
Windscreen

178
2
2
176

sf
ea
ea
lf

$5.00
$200.00
$2,750.00
$20.00

$890
$400
$5,500
$3,520

Athletic Furnishings
Pitching Rubber
Bases w/ Ground Sleeves
Homeplate
Flagpole (30' tall IRW30D61)
Drinking Fountain (440 SMFA)
Trash / Recycle Containers

1
1
1
1
1
4

ea
set
ea
ea
ea
ea

$350.00
$1,200.00
$300.00
$4,500.00
$11,000.00
$1,000.00

$21,350
$350
$1,200
$300
$4,500
$11,000
$4,000

Electrical
Misc Electrical + Infrastructure
Scoreboard (Nevco 3680)

1
1

ls
ea

$250,000.00
$50,000.00

$300,000
$250,000
$50,000

Spectator Area
5 Row Bleachers

4

ea

$14,000.00

$56,000
$56,000

210,069

sf

$1.50

$315,104
$315,104

Irrigation
Sportsfield Irrigation

Subtotal Estimated Bid - Baseball Field:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

Total Estimate Baseball Field Project Costs:
Notes:

$2,816,505
$84,495
$56,330
$225,320
$281,651
$281,651

$3,745,952

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Softball
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

73,024
11,251
130
1
73,024
1
1

sf
sf
lf
ls
sf
ea
ls

$0.70
$0.50
$2.50
$2,000.00
$0.25
$500.00
$2,000.00

Full Replacement Base
Estimate
$79,823
$51,117
$5,626
$325
$2,000
$18,256
$500
$2,000

Grading / Drainage / Utilities
Rough/Fine Grading
Lime Treatment (3-4% @ 12" depth)
Storm Drainage/ Sewer
2" Domestic Water Line
Misc. Electrical connections

84,285
8,150
84,285
400
1

sf
sf
sf
lf
ls

$1.00
$0.85
$0.85
$15.00
$5,000.00

$173,855
$84,285
$6,928
$71,642
$6,000
$5,000

Hardscape
Concrete Paving
Infield Fines (Infield)

8,150
12,000

sf
sf

$10.85
$4.00

$136,428
$88,428
$48,000

Landscape (Field)
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period

30,000
30,000

sf
sf

$2.00
$0.20

$66,000
$60,000
$6,000

Landscape (Perimeter)
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period

34,135
34,135

sf
sf

$2.00
$0.20

$75,097
$68,270
$6,827

370
210
4
1

lf
lf
ea
ea

$100.00
$100.00
$3,000.00
$35,000.00

$105,000
$37,000
$21,000
$12,000
$35,000

1
1
16

ls
ls
ls

$200,000.00
$16,000.00
$500.00

$224,000
$200,000
$16,000
$8,000

Bullpen
8' Chain Link Fence
Edgeband-Type 1 (12"w x 18"d)
Tall Concrete Curb
Pitchers Area and Bases Clay
Infield Fines - 6" Deep
Gate- Type 1 (8' t x 4'w)
Homeplate
Pitcher's Rubber

625
20
620
432
2,484
4
4
4

lf
lf
lf
sf
sf
ea
ea
ea

$100.00
$91.00
$100.00
$6.00
$4.00
$3,000.00
$300.00
$350.00

$153,448
$62,500
$1,820
$62,000
$2,592
$9,936
$12,000
$1,200
$1,400

Batting Cage
14' Chain Link Fence
Gate- Type 1 (8' t x 4'w)
Chain Link Fence Roof
Trusses
Edgeband-Type 1 (12"w x 18"d) - Fence
Edgeband - Type 2 (6"w x 18" d) - Synthetic Turf
Finite Grading - Infield Fines
Synthetic Filled Turf (Material Installed Only)
Base Rock
Synthetic Turf Connection
Infield Fines - 6" deep
Infield Fines Over Clay
Homeplate
Batting Cage Tunnel Net
Windscreen

176
1
1,793
7
145
30
520
934
934
92
520
178
2
2
176

lf
ea
sf
ea
lf
lf
sf
lf
sf
lf
sf
sf
ea
ea
lf

$150.00
$3,000.00
$20.00
$1,100.00
$91.00
$45.00
$0.50
$5.75
$2.00
$5.00
$4.00
$5.00
$200.00
$2,750.00
$20.00

$107,854
$26,400
$3,000
$35,860
$7,700
$13,195
$1,350
$260
$5,371
$1,868
$460
$2,080
$890
$400
$5,500
$3,520

Item
Demolition
Clear, Grub and Off Haul
Demolish Infield Fines (6" depth stockpile for reuse)
Demolish Fence, curbs and/or edgebands
Demolish Backstop
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Relocate Portable Bleacher
Bench Removal

Fencing - Softball
SportaFence (6'x10' wheeled sections w/yellow safety cap)
8' Chain Link Fence
Gate- Type 1 (8' t x 4'w)
Backstop (includes EB & Baseboards)
Dugouts
CMU Dugout
Two Tier Aluminum Bench (8 benches)
Helmet and Bat Rack

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost
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Athletic Furnishings
Pitching Rubber
Bases w/ Ground Sleeves
Homeplate
Flagpole (30' tall IRW30D61)
Drinking Fountain (440 SMFA)
Trash / Recycle Containers

1
1
1
1
1
4

ea
set
ea
ea
ea
ea

$350.00
$1,200.00
$300.00
$4,500.00
$11,000.00
$1,000.00

$21,350
$350
$1,200
$300
$4,500
$11,000
$4,000

Electrical
Misc Electrical + Infrastructure
Scoreboard (Nevco 3680)

1
1

ls
ea

$250,000.00
$50,000.00

$300,000
$250,000
$50,000

Spectator Area
5 Row Bleachers

4

ea

$14,000.00

$56,000
$56,000

84,285

sf

$1.50

$126,428
$126,428

Irrigation
Sportsfield Irrigation

Subtotal Estimated Bid - Softball Field:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

Total Estimate Softball Field Project Costs:
Notes:

$1,705,105
$51,153
$34,102
$136,408
$170,510
$170,510

$2,267,789

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Soccer/Multiuse Fields
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

Item
Demolition
Clear, Grub and Off Haul
Demolish Hardscape
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Relocate Storage Container
Miscellaneous Removal (i.e.bollards, etc)

Quantity

Unit

127,996
2,815
127,996
2
1

sf
sf
sf
ea
ls

$0.70
$2.00
$0.25
$500.00
$2,000.00

Full Replacement Base
Estimate
$130,226
$89,597
$5,630
$31,999
$1,000
$2,000

Grading / Drainage / Utilities
Rough/Fine Grading
Storm Drainage/ Sewer

127,996
127,996

sf
sf

$1.00
$0.85

$236,793
$127,996
$108,797

Landscape (Field)
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period

127,996
127,996

sf
sf

$2.00
$0.20

$281,591
$255,992
$25,599

1
1
2

set
set
ea

$10,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

$13,000
$10,000
$1,000
$2,000

127,996

sf

$1.50

$191,994
$191,994

Athletic Furnishings
Soccer Goal Set with Nets
Soccer Corner Flags
Trash / Recycle Containers
Irrigation
Sportsfield Irrigation

Unit Cost

Subtotal Estimated Bid - Soccer/Multiuse Fields:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

Total Estimate Soccer/Multiuse Fields Project Costs:
Notes:

$983,830
$29,515
$19,677
$78,706
$98,383
$98,383

$1,308,494

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Tennis Courts
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

50,150
925
1,102
1

sf
lf
lf
ls

$1.50
$2.00
$2.50
$2,000.00

Full Replacement Base
Estimate
$81,830
$75,225
$1,850
$2,755
$2,000

927
50,416

lf
sf

$91.00
$1.55

$162,502
$84,357
$78,145

Fencing
12' Tall Chain Link Fence
Windscreen
8' tall x 4' wide CL Ped Gate
8' t x double 10'w

1,102
1,102
6
2

lf
lf
ea
ea

$100.00
$20.00
$2,000.00
$5,000.00

$154,240
$110,200
$22,040
$12,000
$10,000

Furnishings
Drinking Fountain (440 SMFA)
Trash / Recycle Containers

1
4

ea
ea

$11,000.00
$1,000.00

$15,000
$11,000
$4,000

Item
Demolition
Prepare Tennis Court Surfacing
Sawcut
Demolish Fence, curbs and/or edgebands
Miscellaneous Removal - Ball Wall
Hardscape
Edgeband (12"w x 18"d) - FENCING
Tennis Court Surfacing and Striping

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost

Subtotal Estimated Bid - Tennis Courts:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

$413,572
$12,407
$8,271
$33,086
$41,357
$41,357

Total Estimate Tennis Courts Project Costs:

$550,050

Notes:

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Priority Track
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

Item
Turf Renovation
Demolition
Clear, Grub and Off Haul
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Demolish Goal posts
Grading / Drainage / Utilities
Rough/Fine Grading
Storm Drainage/ Sewer
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period
Sportsfield Irrigation
Irrigation Controller
Access Improvements
Demolition
Clear & Grub
Offhaul (22" depth)
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Sawcut
Demolish Hardscape
Grading
Rough/Fine Grading
Hardscape
Concrete Paving (4" depth) - POT
AB Base (18" depth)
Track Items
FB Goal Post
Soccer Goal Set with Nets
Soccer Corner Flags

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost

Priority
Base Estimate
$678,721

103,957
103,957
1

sf
sf
pr

$0.70
$0.25
$500.00

$72,770
$25,989
$500

103,957
103,957
103,957
103,957
103,957
1

sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
ea

$1.00
$0.85
$2.00
$0.20
$1.50
$2,500.00

$103,957
$88,363
$207,914
$20,791
$155,936
$2,500
$84,647

2,000
136
2,000
365
3,200

sf
cy
sf
lf
sf

$0.70
$60.00
$0.25
$2.00
$2.00

$1,400
$8,147
$500
$730
$6,400

5,200

sf

$1.00

$5,200

5,200 sf
195 ton

$10.85
$30.00

$56,420
$5,850

$23,000.00
$10,000.00
$1,000.00

$34,000
$23,000
$10,000
$1,000

1
1
1

set
set
set

Subtotal Estimated Bid - Priority Track:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

Total Estimate Priority Track Project Costs:
Notes:

$797,367
$23,921
$15,947
$63,789
$79,737
$79,737

$1,060,498

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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Safety Assessment
Sacramento City Unified School District
Hiram Johnson High School - Prioriry Ball Fields
Preliminary Statement of Probable Construction Costs

Item
Turf Renovation
Demolition
Clear, Grub and Off Haul
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, other)
Demolish Hardscape
Relocate Storage Container
Miscellaneous Removal (i.e.bollards, etc)
Grading / Drainage / Utilities
Rough/Fine Grading
Storm Drainage/ Sewer
Natural Turf with Laser Grading, Amendments, and Re-Sod (Level II)
Natural Turf - 90 Day Maintenance Period
Sportsfield Irrigation
Fines Repair/Replenish - Baseball
Fines Repair/Replenish - Softball
Repairs
Backstop Repairs - Baseball
Backstop Repairs - Softball
Dugout Repairs - Baseball (Fencing, Benches)
Dugout Repairs - Softball (Fencing, Benches)
Portable Fencing
SportaFence (6'x10' wheeled sections w/yellow safety cap) - Baseball
SportaFence (6'x10' wheeled sections w/yellow safety cap) - Softball
Safety Netting
30' tall Netting - Baseball
30' tall Netting - Softball
Access Improvements
Demolition
Clear & Grub - Baseball
Offhaul (22" depth) - Baseball
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, controller) - Baseball
Clear & Grub - Softball
Offhaul (22" depth) - Softball
Miscellaneous Irrigation Removal (Valves, rotors, controller) - Softball
Grading
Rough/Fine Grading - Baseball
Rough/Fine Grading - Softball
Hardscape
Concrete Paving (4" depth) - Baseball POT
AB Base (18" depth) - Baseball
Concrete Paving (4" depth)- Softball POT
AB Base (18" depth) - Softball

October 6, 2017
Verde Design Inc.
Prepared By: AC
Reviewed By: CS

Unit Cost

Priority
Base Estimate
$2,552,690

sf
sf
sf
ea
ls

$0.70
$0.25
$2.00
$500.00
$2,000.00

$267,341
$95,479
$5,630
$1,000
$2,000

405,665
405,665
379,665
379,665
379,665
1
1

sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
ls
ls

$1.00
$0.85
$2.00
$0.20
$1.50
$14,000.00
$12,000.00

$405,665
$344,815
$759,330
$75,933
$569,498
$14,000
$12,000

1
1
1
1

ls
ls
ls
ls

$20,000.00
$14,000.00
$10,000.00
$5,000.00

$49,000
$20,000
$14,000
$10,000
$5,000

650
370

lf
lf

$100.00
$100.00

$102,000
$65,000
$37,000

1
1

ls
ls

$88,000.00
$88,000.00

$176,000
$88,000
$88,000

Quantity

Unit

381,915
381,915
2,815
2
1

$77,364
3,200
217
3,200
1,100
75
1,100

sf
cy
sf
sf
cy
sf

$0.70
$60.00
$0.25
$0.70
$60.00
$0.25

$2,240
$13,013
$800
$770
$4,473
$275

3,200
1,100

sf
sf

$1.00
$1.00

$3,200
$1,100

3,200 sf
120 ton
1,100 sf
41 ton

$10.85
$30.00
$10.85
$30.00

$34,720
$3,600
$11,935
$1,238

Demolition
Unsafe Bleacher Removal

1

ls

$2,000.00

$2,000
$2,000

Baseball Items
Pitching Rubber
Bases w/ Ground Sleeves
Homeplate

1
1
1

ea
set
ea

$350.00
$1,200.00
$300.00

$1,850
$350
$1,200
$300

Softball Items
Pitching Rubber
Bases w/ Ground Sleeves
Homeplate

1
1
1

ea
set
ea

$350.00
$1,200.00
$300.00

$1,850
$350
$1,200
$300

Subtotal Estimated Bid - Prioriry Ball Fields:
Survey, Permits, Traffic, SWPPP, etc. 3%
Bonding 2%
Mobilization & Project Management 8%
Design Contingency 10%
Construction Contingency 10%

Total Estimate Prioriry Ball Fields Project Costs:

$2,962,754
$88,883
$59,255
$237,020
$296,275
$296,275

$3,940,463
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Notes:

1) Design Contingency is for further development of design and compensates for unknown elements. We will
eliminate as we move to Bid Documents.
2) Construction Contingency is provided to cover for site conditions and additional work not anticipated for upgrades.
3) In Providing opinions of probable construction cost, the Client understands that the Landscape Architect has no
control over costs or the price of labor equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that the
opinions of probable construction costs provided herein are to be made on the basis of the Landscape Architect's
qualifications and experience. The Landscape Architect makes no warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy
of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.
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